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A world famous weapons laboratory turns to partnerships with business in its fight to
survive the post Cold War era.

Thomas McEwan looks like a high school shop teacher and talks like a salesman. Sitting in his
cramped office at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, he holds a small black box about
the size of a pack of cigarettes and describes through a broad grin how people will soon be able
to walk into K mmi and for $20 buy a personal radar system like the one in his hand to detect
intruders in their home.
An engineer who designed instrumentation to monitor the 1 billion pulses of light emitted in a
single second by the lab's $173 million Nova laser, McEwan has been able to convert that
technology into an inexpensive microchip-sized radar system. It can be used in a wide range of
commercial devices, from washroom hand dryers that turn on and off automatically to
automobile taillight assemblies that warn drivers when they back up too close to an object.
Already two companies have licensed the technology from the lab and scores of others have
expressed interest in doing the same.
"In the next five to 10 years people will have radar in the home as commonly as stereos and
phones," McEwan said.
Scientists like McEwan represent the future of Lawrence Livermore Laboratory - or so some
people hope. He embodies a new entrepreneurial spirit among engineers and scientists at the lab
as it seeks to transform itself from a Cold War nuclear weapons research and development center
to a vital industrial resource.
Lawrence Livermore is trying to turn its brainpower to finding solutions to some of the nation's
daunting problems, such as cleaning up toxic waste and developing batteries for electronic
automobiles.
But if McEwan is a symbol of Lawrence Livermore's future, perhaps George Craig embodies its
present.
At 54, the physicist has spent 20 years at the weapons lab only to find himself now in the
uncomfortable position of having to justify his worth.
"I'm what they call a 'displaced' person here at the lab," Craig said.
Certainly there were the events that began to erode Lawrence Livermore's long unquestioned
imperative that assured a free flow of funds that kept the lab fat and happy. The Berlin Wall fell,
the Soviet bear dissolved and the nation began to clamor over the ballooning national debt.
But as the perception of threat from nuclear foes has faded, people have begun to wonder
whether the billion-dollar-a-year investment in Lawrence Livermore is the best use of the

nation's money. Craig has had a front row seat from which to watch the shifting national
priorities.
It began for Craig when the project he was working on as part of the Strategic Defense Initiative,
or "Star Wars" project, was canceled. Star Wars, which promised to float laser stations in space
to shoot down invading missiles, represented the type of grand scale on which the lab's scientists
had been long accustomed to working.

At the time, Craig was able to find new work at the lab on a project related to its laser fusion
program, but a year ago cuts forced the lab to shut that down as well. No longer assigned to a
specific project with its own budget, Craig has become, in the parlance of the lab, a "burden of
overhead."
"Many scientist are nervous because they are experts in a discipline that was essential and useful
to a certain point, but now it is not," Craig said.
The challenge for Craig is no longer to solve complex physics problems that will somehow
increase the security of the nation, but something more basic: how to latch on to a project that
will be able to win funding.
He recently completed two months of preliminary work with high-powered lasers to remove
"port-wine stains," a blotchy skin discoloration such as the one on Mikhail Gorbachev's
forehead, caused by a cluster of blood vessels just below the surface of the skin. The
discoloration can be remedied by applying energy from a short laser blast a millimeter below the
skin to burn the network of vessels gathered there.
His preliminary work on that project is done, and he's now waiting to see if the initial test results
generate enough interest to fund further work. In the meantime, he is placing more hope in
another project involving protein crystallography, a way to unlock the function and relationship
between different proteins by studying their structures. He's competing within in the lab with
about 120 other scientist and engineers for one of20, $250,000 grants.
"I think this lab is facing a downsizing in the current year," he said. "For a working scientist like
myself, the focus is to get off the burden account and be ahead of the machine that wants to lay
me off."
About 40 miles east of San Francisco, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory is one of nine
research labs operated by the Department of Energy. Along with Sandia National Laboratories
and Los Alamos National Laboratory, Lawrence Livermore forms the triumvirate of labs
performing nuclear weapons research.
Established in 1952, Lawrence Livermore has played a long and important role in the nation's
nuclear weapons arsenal, from its founding by Edward Teller and Ernest Lawrence, to the now
tabled Star Wars program. If its 1993 budget of $1.049 billion were compared to the revenue of
public corporations, it would be ranked 359 on the Fortune 500.

But with the end of the Cold War, Lawrence Livermore's future is unclear. As in the private
sector, the lab has been forced to confront the reality of downsizing.
In the fiscal year 1987, Livermore's budget for nuclear weapons research and development
reached a peak of $325.2 million, and 1,740 people were employed by the program. In fiscal
1993, the budget fell to $253.5 million and 950 people were working in the program. In the
current fiscal year, the budget is expected to shrink yet again to $199 million. Though many
people have been shifted around by the lab, earlier this year 743 employees - nearly 10 percent of
the full-time equivalent staff - participated in an early retirement program.
Despite the attention the lab has drawn with each announcement of a new research and
development agreement with an automotive giant or the licensing of a technology to a young
company that envisions using it to create new products with mass markets, the lab is in the midst
of a struggle to define exactly what its post-Cold-War role should be.
Hardliners both within the lab and the government still support the Lawrence Livermore's
traditional mandate. They say, however, that the lab's focus should shift from developing arms to
combat another nuclear superpower to developing means to detect and counter the threat from
nuclear proliferation and terrorists who might build or buy a nuclear device and smuggle it into a
major city.
Others, though, say the nation can no longer afford to support the redundancies built into the
weapons program. They say leave the weapons work to Los Alamos, which is in the desert, and
convert Lawrence Livermore, a suburban lab surrounded by one of the richest collections of
entrepreneurial technology companies in the nation, into a civilian laboratory. The lab's mission
would be to put its engineers, scientists and resources to work on some of the considerable
industrial problems facing the nation that the private sector is either unable or unwilling to tackle
on its own.
The public at large not a rare glimpse of the conflict engulfing Lawrence Livermore in April
when the private base between then lab director John Nuckolls and officials from the University
of California, which is contracted by the Department of Energy to manage the lab, burst onto the
front pages of local newspapers.
Amid reports that UC President Jack Peltason had asked him to step down, a confidential report
from an independent performance committee at UC said Nuckolls had been to slow in pushing
the lab forward now that the Cold War has ended. The report labeled Nuckolls indecisive and
complained of a lack of leadership at Lawrence Livermore.
The next day Nuckolls resigned.
"I view that as a recognition that in a different environment a different kind of leadership is
needed," said Michael Odza, publisher of Technology Access Reports, a Novato-based
newsletter that covers technology transfer from federal and university labs to the private sector.
"I'm concerned while Nuckolls and the University of California recognize that, there's no
recognition yet what kind of leadership is needed."

Bruce Tarter, an assistant director at the lab, has been serving as acting director while the
University of California conducts a search for Nuckolls replacement.
The selection is being watched carefully both within the lab and outside. The question is whether
UC will choose another weapons scientist such as Nuckolls - or Tarter, who is a candidate - or
will reach into the business world for someone who would have credibility with the private
sector and bring practical experience necessary to transform Lawrence Livermore into a place
better suited to operate with the business world.
Not that the lab isn't already trying. Its early efforts, though sometimes awkward, have been met
with enthusiasm among some scientists who have discovered industrial problems can be
challenging. Some, rather than being overwhelmed by the uncertainty of their future, say the
experience has been liberating and energizing.
Since 1983, Don Bender has been an engineer at Lawrence Livermore. Among other things, he
helped design the lab's $173 million Nova laser. The laser's 10 arms produce laser pulses that
together deliver more than 100 trillion watts of power to a fuel pellet in a billionth of a second.
Used in a fusion reactor, a gram of fuel releases the equivalent energy of about 2,400 gallons of
oil.
Today Bender works at Lawrence Livermore on a flywheel battery in cooperation with
Westinghouse Electric Corp. and Trinity Flywheel Batteries Inc., a San Francisco start-up. The
project is somewhat more modest than the Nova. The firms will supply $900,000 for the lab to
do research.
The battery has been likened to a potter's wheel, converting electrical energy into motion. As the
battery charges, its rotor wheel spins faster. As it discharges, it slows. The battery could help
address a $12 billion annual problem for U.S. industry caused by power surges and dips in
electricity, the lab said.
As with others at the lab, new words have crept into Bender's vocabulary. He speaks of
"customers" and "marketing," things he said he never learned to do at the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology where he earned his master's degree in engineering. Rather than interacting solely
with other engineers and scientists, Bender is now getting used to describing a project in
layman's terms to a roomful of potential customers and corporate partners.
But unlike the massive projects normally undertaken at the lab, Bender said he finds great
satisfaction working on smaller projects with commercial goals.
"With a fusion reactor, there's not going to be a commercial reactor in your lifetime. The
motivation is abstract. You are working towards an ideal," Bender said. "Here, the feedback is
immediate. You see the results, not just in your lifetime, but within your attention span."
In the old world of Lawrence Livermore it was not unusual for scientists and engineers to
construct by hand one-of-a-kind devices. A premium was placed on precision, measured in

millionths of an inch or a billionths of a second. The goals of some of the grander projects, such
as the fusion reactor, were seen as being decades away.
As these same scientists and engineers are sent off to work with the private sector, they quickly
learn timetables are short, money is scarce and precision is not as big a priority.
"When money isn't infinite, you have to take a different point of view," said Malcolm Caplan, a
physicist who worked on microwave technology as part of the Strategic Defense Initiative. "It
may be worth getting only 90 percent of an answer if it saves three fourths of the money. In
industry, cost matters. If it works and breaks the bank, it doesn't work."
Caplan sits in an office in the lab's Building 111. The entire floor is given over to the innocuous
sounding "A" group, part of the lab's elite that designs thermonuclear weapons. Though Caplan
has worked in the private sector and understands how the corporate world operates, he said it can
be a significant adjustment for some of his colleagues, who have long worked in a cloistered
environment and now find themselves at a conference table with a group of business people.
"You can't just take a bomb engineer out of his environment. He was trained not to interact," said
Caplan. "Now it's really opposite. You have to teach them what's involved in interacting with
industry. You have to teach them to dress up in a suit, pull up their fly and shave."
If such cultural adjustments are coming with difficulty at the lab, they are subtle counterparts to
the mechanical and operational overhaul the lab and the Department of Energy need to make if
they are serious about working with industry in any significant way, say critics.
Though Lawrence Livermore has taken steps to move toward a newly redefined mission, it is
only beginning to develop and implement systems that will allow it to work effectively with
industry.
"We're not quite sure what the new set of rules is," said Richard Landingham, the section leader
of Lawrence Livermore's Materials Science division. "We're taking them on one step at a time
and formulating new policies. The policies are evolving. They are a little too rigid and not totally
understood. "
That's not surprising, considering the dramatic changes the lab is undergoing. Five years ago it
was a rare instance when the lab would even take private money to do ajob, Landingham said. It
would have to be an extraordinary circumstance where there were no alternatives to the lab and it
wouldn't take a lot of time or equipment.
Today, by contrast, working with industry has become one of the major goals of the lab. Rather
than waiting to be approached by a company in search of technology, the lab now goes knocking
on corporate doors to ask those inside what they need and what the lab can do to help.
Landingham and others say although there is a sense that the lab should pursue such
partnerships, there is only a vague sense about what that should include.

"There isn't a focus to the lab," he said. "There is a mandate from Washington that filters down. I
don't think anyone here will tell you we have a mandate we can all agree on yet."
The clearest form of the mandate is in the form of legislation. In 1986, Congress passed the
Federal Technology Transfer Act, which created Cooperative Research and Development
Agreements, or CRADAs, an impOliant mechanism for the transfer of government technology to
the private sector. This was modified in 1989 when Congress passed the National
Competitiveness Technology Transfer Act to authorize Department of Energy labs such as
Lawrence Livermore to participate in CRADAs.
The development of CRADAs represented a major repositioning for the labs in their relation to
industry. Though Lawrence Livermore had a technology transfer office since 1980, it served
more as a caretaker than a marketer of the lab's technology. The lab was required to spend .5
percent of its budget on technology transfer, but the office's effort was focused on producing
publications that simply cataloged for industry what technology was available.
"It was basically a communications office," said Roger Werne, associate director for engineering
and technology transfer at Lawrence Livermore, who described the office previously as
"passive."
"Marketing," he said, "is a new term for us. We now go out to companies."
Werne removed a binder from his shelf that held hundreds of business cards neatly stored in
sheets of plastic. Like a kid calling off prized pieces in a collection of baseball cards, Werne
flipped the pages reading off names here and there. Instead of Mets, Yankees and Dodgers,
though, the names he touted were Bechtel, Boeing and General Motors.
"In the last few years I've collected 1,000 business cards," he said.
Already Livermore has entered into 124 CRADAs with a value of $420 million, making it a
potent weapon in the technology transfer arsenal.
"Technology transfer is really a misnomer," said Werne. "Now its industrial partnering."
In essence, a CRADA is an agreement between a federal lab and one or more private
corporations to jointly use their staff and resources to work on a specific project. CRADAs
usually involve an equal sharing of expenses between the lab and its partner, something that
serves as an inducement to industry, which is getting half its research-and-development expense
underwritten by the government.
Though federal technology had long been available for the asking, many corporations stayed
away from it for a variety of reasons. Among them was concern that the technology would not be
patentable because it came from government research, or that a competitor, through the freedom
of information act, could gain trade secrets from anyone working with a government lab.

It remains controversial that the government can work with one corporation to the competitive
disadvantage of another or that a single company or consortium of companies can gain exclusive
rights to technology that was developed with taxpayers' money. But advocates of the system say
that without such protections valuable technology would languish on shelves.

As CRADAs have drawn businesses to Lawrence Livermore, business people say they are
finding value there. Chuck Anderson, supervising engineer for Caterpillar Inc. in Peoria, Ill., is
working with Lawrence Livermore on a CRADA to use industrial computer tomography in the
production of diesel tractor engines. By using the lab's expertise in X-ray technology, the
company has been able to develop ways to inspect the interior of its engines for possible defects.
Though Anderson does not give his lab counterparts perfect marks, he said they do have a good
business focus and offer Caterpillar something the company would not otherwise be able to do.
"We still don't have their skill level," he said. "This is the most effective way of doing it."
The original partnerships with industry came slowly. It took the lab as much as 18 months to iron
them out since there was no model from which the lab could work.
The process, by industry standards, was long and cumbersome because of redundancies built into
the Livermore system and the fact that each contract, once agreed upon, had to go to the
Department of Energy for approval. In addition, the lab continues to climb a steep learning
curve.
"There were no ground rules, no direction," said Landingham of Livermore's Material Science
division, who worked on one of the first partnerships for the lab developing superplastic steel.
"We had to make up a contract."
The agreement, hammered out in 1989, involved several parties including the Department of
Energy, the University of California, Caterpillar Inc., Northstar Steel and Stanford University,
which held basic patents on the technology critical to the agreement.
The problem was that the project was well under way before the contracts had been signed. Two
years into the program, Landingham said Stanford began to raise a stink about royalties it wanted
up front.
"The tech-transfer people didn't realize verbal communique wasn't adequate," said Landingham.
Since then, far more elaborate guidelines have been put in place and the process has been
improved. Today, a CRADA takes Lawrence Livermore two to four months to structure. There is
additional effort being made to streamline the process and minimize the bureaucracy. Ultimately,
the lab hopes to develop a standardized CRADA that can be worked out in a matter of weeks.
But despite the progress the lab has made to improve the agreements and the fanfare with which
they are announced, the reality is that they still represent a small part of what Lawrence
Livermore does.

"The amount of work they are doing with industry is not sufficient enough to change the culture
of the lab," said Greg Mello, a staff member ofthe Los Alamos Study Group and a consultant to
Tri-Valley Cares, a citizens organization devoted to lab conversion and nuclear disarmament.
Only about 5 percent or $50 million of Lawrence Livermore's billion-dollar annual budget comes
from CRADAs, he said.
Despite shrinking budgets at Lawrence Livermore, Mello notes that the percentage of the lab's
Department of Energy funding allocated for nuclear weapons actually continues to grow.
Currently, nuclear weapons work accounts for 55.3 percent or $411 million of Lawrence
Livermore's DOE funding. Next year, it will drop to $362 million, but climb to 56.7 percent of
the budget, according to Mello.
"The thesis that this laboratory is rapidly shifting to a post-Cold War mission is not really
supported," he said.
Many of the lab's critics point to Lawrence Livermore's former director Nuckolls and the
congressional testimony he gave less than a month before resigning his post. They say it
underlines the lab's resistance to break from the past.
Nuckolls warned legislators of the danger posed by nuclear terrorists and the need to reinvigorate
the weapons labs.
"These incalculably and catastrophic threats put at risk the building blocks of modern
civilization," said Nuckolls, as he called for an additional $300 million funding for the nation's
three weapons labs.
There are those who would like to see Lawrence Livermore entirely shed its weapons work.
Among them is congressman George Brown Jr., D-San Bernardino, head of the House Science,
Space and Technology Committee, who has advocated that Lawrence Livermore be converted
into a civilian lab. He argues the lab should build on its strengths in materials science, fusion,
computational science, environmental remediation and biotechnology and emphasize building
consortia with industry and academia under the name of Lawrence Livermore National Critical
Technologies Laboratory.
"The nation no longer needs three nuclear weapons labs, all of which are trying desperately to
retain as much of their defense activity as possible, while also diversifying feverishly toward
civilian missions," Brown wrote in February 1992 to then-secretary of energy James Watkins.
While Brown in his letter acknowledged his call for removing Lawrence Livermore from the
nuclear weapons business represented a "taboo in the minds of many DOE officials," he said
while such taboos may have been "defensible during the Cold War, they have now become
obstacles in the way of clear thinking about the proper course for the DOE laboratories."
Others go further and question whether, given Lawrence Livermore historical orientation, it
could be an economical source of problem-solving technology for the private sector.

"I am sympathetic to critics who say, 'How can Livermore, a nuclear weapons lab that worked on
Star Wars, how can they come up with appropriate solutions to environmental problems,'" said
Ann Markusen, director of the Project on Regional Planning and Industrial Economics at Rutgers
University in New Brunswick and coauthor of the book "Dismantling the Cold War Economy."
"We should say, 'What's the most effective way to solve this problem,' and then say who is the
best to do it. Not just give the mission to the labs because their budgets need to be kept up."
Markusen believes instead of foisting a new mission on the lab for which it seems ill-equipped, it
would be better to let the lab "shrink gracefully," as have some of the defense companies, and let
it deal with the not insignificant role of dismantling nuclear weapons.
People in industry who have worked with the lab certainly see value in some of the existing
technology Lawrence Livermore has to offer.
Among them is Kevin Felch, project engineer for the gyrotron development project, a $2 million
CRADA between Lawrence Livermore and the Palo Alto-based electronics firm Varian
Associates Inc. Through the CRAD A, Varian is making use of computer code written for the
Star Wars project to test the design of tubes used in what is essentially a monstrous version of the
magnetron found in a microwave oven.
"The question always is, is it cost effective?" said Felch. "It's fairly obvious if it's something
they've already done. "
What's less obvious is whether Lawrence Livermore can develop new technologies with industry
in an economical way.
William Weida, a retired Air Force colonel who served as a Pentagon economist and now is a
professor of economics at Colorado College in Silver Springs where he works with communities
on conversion issues, said that Lawrence Livermore is "selling its soul" with CRADAs. Weida
said once the "few neat things they have on the shelves" are gone so will the lab's value to
industry be gone as well.
"There's so much promise and so little potential," he said.
Weida advocates some strong medicine for the lab. He'd like to see an independent organization
such as the National Science Foundation take an unbiased inventory of Lawrence Livermore and
have each department propose projects. Those deemed worthy would be funded, others would be
cut with facilities and equipment to be auctioned off.
"We've managed to create institutions that go well beyond the economies in which they operate,"
Weida said.
For years, Lawrence Livermore's non-weapons programs depended on the largess of the weapons
program, which acted as a flywheel to drive the whole lab. Now, Weida views the lab's sudden
mad dash to solve grand industrial challenges as a search for a new flywheel in the face of
shrinking nuclear weapons budgets.

"It's something that's not going to work," he said. "No one is going to pay them to think hard
about big problems. These labs seem to feel because they were good at physics they'd be good at
everything. If it's up to the labs to save themselves, we've lost them."
To truly make a contribution to the private sector, Weida argues, Lawrence Livermore will have
to shed its weapons work and abolish secrecy so that its ideas will be subject to the same type of
scrutiny from scientific peers at universities and private research labs that others must undergo.
But shedding their weapons work is not something Lawrence Livermore seems ready or willing
to do. Perhaps the strongest evidence of this is the lab's pursuit of the National Ignition Facility,
an $800 million follow-up to the Nova laser. Though billed as an energy research facility,
advocates of civilian conversion of Lawrence Livermore say it is an example of how the lab is
trying to compensate for budgetary losses by seeking large, new weapons projects.
"These efforts, even if successful, will confine Lawrence Livermore's future to an increasing
sterile extension of its past," wrote Mello of the Los Alamos study group in a report prepared for
Tri-Valley CAREs, a local community group that advocates Lawrence Livermore be turned into
a "green lab."
"If [Lawrence Livermore] invested the energy it now puts into promoting its nuclear weapons
agenda into positioning itself to address urgent national needs, its future could be bright and
moral and the laboratory would be buoyed by a renewed sense of purpose," wrote Mello. "But
while [the lab] dithers, competing laboratories - in government, academia and industry - are
positioning themselves to take advantage of new currents in the nation's technology policy
debate."
Lab officials counter by arguing that basic defense technology research has long proven a
valuable source of commercial technology.
"To think there is no synergy with basic technology research is just not true," said the lab's
Werne. "The aircraft industry had its roots in military research. The same is true in the computer
industry, and others grew out of military funding."
Werne envisions a happy middle ground between the lab's historical role to develop nuclear
weapons and its new one to partner with industry for the economic benefit of the nation.
He said the lab has already embraced a "dual benefit" strategy where R&D within the lab is
conducted with an awareness of possible private sector benefits. What that means, from a
practical point of view, is that if the lab is working on software for its massive parallel
computing project - which will allow several computers to work on parts of a complex problem
simultaneously to speed its solution - it will design the software with an architecture that will be
able to run on civilian systems as well as military ones.
Werne said the idea of industry and the federal labs working together is still in the experimental
stages. When it started, he said, critics argued that lab staff could not work with industry and that
the labs have nothing to offer.

"We've proven them wrong," he said. "Industries that leverage themselves by working with the
lab will have an advantage that others will not."
Advocates of converting Lawrence Livermore to a civilian lab don't dispute that military
research has spawned valuable commercial technology, but they emphasize that dollar for dollar,
civilian research produces far more bang for the buck and creates more jobs than does its military
counterpart.
And that will be the bottom-line reality that Lawrence Livermore will have to face in the long
run, when the lab's value will be evaluated by the results its partnerships yield.
"I worry that the Department of Energy labs are measuring their success by the number of
CRADAs they're engaged in," said Odza, of Technology Access Reports. "The ultimate measure
of success will be if companies are more successful in the marketplace because of their
interactions with the lab. It may be years before we know."
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cancer if inl)(lled. lle also said eluding tile former Soviet repub- national debt because of lliutonithat the major pollution problelll lies, have devclopcd techno logics lIln's valuc.
posed by plutonium is its longcv- fur using plutoniulll in light waD The United States should
ity in the envil'onillent.
IeI' reactors 01' t'Hst breedcr reac- consider lending, lensing or sclll'illay SHit! that il' plUlollilll1i is 10l's to produCl~ ell\'rgy,
illg surplus plutoniulH I'rom n:lllish:ulllled il call seriuu:;i " CUll
"Titvse
"'citlllllul:ie:;
wen' I ired wenpolls 10 I'ril~IHIl)' COUIItalilillule lite ellvirolllllelil IIlId (fir:;l) developed ill I h\! United tries uuder I'ull iutel'llatiunal
posc a health hazard, lIe ealled Slale:;, Theil olhers bOITOWl~d safcguards.
the DOE's HUlIfol'l1 l'l:servatioll alld becumc mHsters of these
Pillay alsu said that properly
in Washington state, which is lecllllologics," Pillay said. "If we
piagucli by radioactive pollutioll need these to lIleel our future en- safeguarded plutonium could
frum past operatiolls, "proilably ergy lIeeds, we could begin ex- someday be one of the most valuable commodities tnllled on
the lllO~t cunlulllillated pl,lce Oil ploitillg thclll today,"
world markets,
earth."
Pillay said plutonium cuuld be
Makhijani said thc costs anu
l3ut he U!'gued that sueh COIl- used for large-~cale power gentamination has occurred not be- eration if the United States were risks of such transactions - ii1cause plutonium is inherently un- 10 ease restrictions on using it eluding the chance that plutonium could fall into the hands of
munugeable but because the Clll- [01' such purposes,
pl1a5is in tlte past has iJeen Oil delI'l'llc Uniled Stales should 1l!l'l'orists - would gl'ently outvcJopinf.: nuclear ~ulllbs, nut on hol(l ontu the plutolliulll il has Ull- weigh whatever benefits they
protectll1g the envIronment.
til society can figure uut the best would bring.
He said that rather than advo"Plutonium hasl)'"t been the uses fOI' it.
problem, It's the itliots who were
Pillay saiu that in thc CUITent cating the trauing of plutonium
handling it," 1'i11ay saiu.
climate 01' anti-nuclear senli- on worlu markets, Pillay should
Pillay said the likelihood that ment, using plutonium as an en- be worrying about what might
massive contamination would re- ergy source is not likely to hap- happen to the huge amounts of
sillt from plutonium use is much pen. He said that "if the present' plutonium from retired weapons
less now because the emphasis at generation cannot find a use for accumulating in Russia.
Los Alamos and other DOE facUi- these materials, it may be pru"It would be irresponsible to
ties has shifted to environmental dent to save them for a future not worry about a potential black
market in radiation weapons in
protection.
generation."
"The 1)OE has turncd aroulld
JIc said Ihal piutoniulil has l{ussia," Mukhijani said.
1llO d\;l!\:ec~" _ll.i)J.;PL...!\IJi'~l.l~s __ J.>_cqn stored safely for the past 50
Mello said that creating a "plubeen" almost a religious conver- years, and there's no reason "to I tonium economy" would threaten
sion, Compliance (with environ- think it cannot be stored safely in I :ivil liberties because it would
mental laws) is now the order of the future.
I ~equire giving the state highly
the day."
l'i11ay said that by saving, i :ntrusive powers of l\earch, inter• Other countrics will usc plu- rather than destroying, pluto- I ~ugation ,and wiretapping be-,
tonium for energy even it' the niulll, the CUl'l'cnt generation ,;ause of the danger of theft
Uniteu States doesn't.
could be leaving the futUl'e gen- I ~osed by terrorist groups.
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.LAN:L Wants To Conduct

i.1

Friday.
The possibility of the tests has raIsed
some concerns in the arms control community because of fears they might hurt
efforts toward an international ban on all
nuclear weapons test blasts.
The United States and most other nuclear
poweri have been observing a voluntary
By John F1eck
._ .. _------- moratirium on nuclear tests for more than
a yea', and negotiation~ for a permanent
JOURNAL STAFF WRITER
_ _ _- - - test On are under way.
SAN FRANCISCO - !.05 Ala.mos Nati~n
Thmew tests would be conducted at the
al Laboratory hasaskcc the C.lmton adnun" Depl{tment of Energy's Nevada Test Site,
istration to consider permlttmg underAIam". Heck" "id
ground test explosions !lsing nuclear mate- not
H ker mentioned the tests in a written
rials but without creat ing a true nucle~r rep to the University of California,
blast, laboratory director Sig Hecker sald

Some Fear Trials
May Violate Ban

fO'

-

which manages Los Alamos, and elaborated
on them in an interview.
Hecker was in California for his annual
report to the university's Board of Regents.
The tests would allow scientists to use
real nuclear materials to closely milllic the
early stages of a nuclear blast without actu'
ally creating the runaway nuclear chain
reaction that creates a nuclear weapon's
destructive force.
Called "hydro-nuclear" blasts, such tesb
were conducted in holes drilled into the Lm:
AlanlOs mesas in th(' early 19608 Juring [;
U.S.-Soviet moratorium on nucleal' hlasts.
The tests were top secret at the time. hUI
government scienti:as later argued thaI

--'-'
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Nuclear Tests
hey didn't violate the testing moratorium
because they weren't reat nuclear blasts.
The 1960s tests were done because of
questions about the potential of accidental
explosions of some warheads.
Hecker said there are no specific questions driving the ctirrent discussion ofpossible hy<irQ.nucleartests. He said the laboratory induded the possibility of hydro[,uclear tests as one of a series of options for
maintaining the ability to study U.S. nuclear
weapons in a test ban.
He said it eventually will be up to the
White House to decide whether such tests
shpuldbe permitted.
Arms control activists differed on

whether such tests should be allowed.
Chfistopher Paine, an arms control
expert at the 1-{aturaJ Resources Defense
Council in Washington, D.C., said conducting hydro-nuclear tests before a comprehensive test ban is negotiated would send a
signal to countries trying to develop
nuclear weapons that they should do the
same.
;'
But Robert S, Norris, a colleague of
Paine's at the NRDe.said that he saw little
danger, pointing out that the precedent for
their use had been set during the early
1960s testing moratorium.
"I don't see any problem with that," Norris said.

EIS·.

",";' ,.;'
.

(from Page 1)
sary, there was disagrcement about

stopping LANL waste-generating
activities.
, Ris~lcy said in a telephone interview today that LANL should halt
temporarily the work toward a Mixed
Wasie Disposal Facility and the
expansion of Area G at Tcchnical
Arca 54, Both arc planned radioactive waste disposal facilities. "Those
plans should be put on hold while
they do an EIS," she said,
She said that the areas should be
considered in a sitcwide EIS, An EIS
must examine a no-action ailemative, and Riseley said if the lab builds
the disposal facilities, it's too laiC for
the no-action aItemative to have
effecl.
"There is great danger in building
these very large dumps," Riscley
said, "They have much greater
capacity to handle generated wastes,
It sets the lab up for being a nuclear
weapons project in miniature,"
But Seibach said that LANL operations wouldn't be stopped during an
EIS,
He said the activists essentially
called for
),. research LANL to "shut down all
and development, production, and waste management opera)
tions unlilthe EIS is complete," But
\) interim operation
s will continue, he
I
t'.l said.
However, he said, "If there arc
interim actions that have a significant
impact on the quality of the human
envronment, we will do interim
NEPA documentation on those
activities,"
He cited as an example the remediation of Area G "TRU pads," places
where transuranic waste destined for
the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant is
stacked out of compliance witll current state regulations.
DOE's waste management program "will be doing a some sort of

~
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documentation regardless," Sicbach
said,
He dilln't say whcther EIS, or
merely environmental assessments
(EAs) would be requi.red,
. Riseley said the lab should move,
straight to tile EIS process, because:
EAs havc no requiremcnt lor public
involvcment until the EA has reachcd a linding, In contrast, SIIC said,
"The ErS is a tool for discovely."
But Siebacil said tile EA is cheaper, so DOE oftcn silould start with it.
"Starting with an EA certainly
doesn't preclude the usc of an EIS,"
he added.
DOE is following tlle NEPA regulations in preparing an EA lirst, and,
"TIle public had opportunity to comment on the regulation when it was
developed," Siebach said.
Riseley also said at the meeting
that LANL should compile a list of
what programs produce what waste
so the public can decide which programs arc worth the environmental
cost.
Chris Armijo, an official with
DOE-Los Alamos who attended the
meeting, said LANL committed to
identify waste streams at the meeting. The information is needed for an
EIS, she said,

lA Mt , OPE agree
lab': ne,e~as new
imp"ocf:statement

By STEPHEN,T" SHANKLAND
Monitor, Staff Writer
,
At a recent meeting wiLh" several
activists, Los' Alamos.National
Laboratory and Department of Ener~
gy officials agreed that LANL needs
a sitewide" enviro,nmental . impact
statement (EIS), ,
Many activist groups, including
Concerned, Citizens ,for Nuclear
Safety and' ihe(Los Alamos' Study'
Group, have been asking for a sitewide EIS for several years.
The sitewide EIS is required by
DOE regulations. LANL has one, but
it dates from, 1979. Documents such
as environmental impact statements
and environmental assessments are
required for certain facilities by the
National Environmental Policy Act
(NEPA) ,,'
' ,
,
"The time is ripe to do this," said,
Diana Webb ofthe DOE's Los Ala.'
mos Area Office, "There is unanimous consent that the 1979 EIS needs
to be redone;"
Wehb said the move to conduct a
sjlC.wj~e EIs'JloW call)e from public
interes( in 1lJi:"proccss:' "
,,
Webb said Bruce Twining, head of
DOE's Albuquerque Field Office;'
sent a memo to DOE headquarters
several months'ago suggesting planning for a sitewide EIS for LANL.
But Webb and Pete Siebach, a
DOE headquar(ers official who also
attended the meeting, said there is a

long way to go before an EIS actually
is begun"
Seibach and Webb said a funding
source within DOE must be found.
Although neither could say exactly
how much a sitewide EIS would cost,
Webb said it would be in the neighborhood of $1 0 million. Seibach said
the most recent sitewide EIS' for
Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory, completed in 1992, cost
$15 million,
An EIS proably wiII take at least
three years to complete, Webb said,
And Seibach said that the work probably wouldn't begin until January
1996.
A sitewide EIS also requires "buyin" from other assistant secretaries at
DOE, Seibach said, Webb said that
,although, people from' ,these other'
programs pro~ably agree that an EIS
is necessary, the official procedures
will take,. some time,
J~rrYBe!lows, m;lI1ager of DOELos Alamos;agrced at the meeting to
fonnulatea strategy for funding and
ci[ga~iz.illg,the,E.IS, Sc~bach said. "
Harry Otway, who attended' the
Friday !Ue~ting,: said LANL supports
the sitewide EIS,
Mary Riseley, an activist with the
Santa Fe-based Los Alamos Study
Group, said that although those at the
meeting agreed an EIS was neces(Please see EIS, Page 7)
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LANL cuts size of proposed waste area
By KEITH EASTHOUSE
. The New Mexican

Los Alamos National Laboratory ha~
proposed reducing the size of a contro-'
versial expansion of its nuclear waste
disposal area fi'om 70 acres, to approximately 28 acres, laboratory officials
said Wednesday.'
Tony Drypolcher, leader of the lab's
Waste Management Group, said the lab
recently proposed scaling back the expansion of Area G to the Department of
Energy, which will make the final decision.
Diana Webb of DOE's Los Alamos
Area Office said the smaller expansion
and the original plan are both under re-

The smaller expansion is in line with
the recommendations of an internal laboratory group called Our Common
Ground, which argued for a smaller exvated - "substantially less" than the pansion in a 1993 report.
Our Common Ground said the lifetime
number of Indian sites tha1' would have
been impacted by the larger expansion, of the existing disposal area at Area G
- estimated in 1991 to be as little as two
Drypolcher said.
. Mary Riseley of the Los Alamos Study. years - could be increased to eight
"'GroupJa citizens watchdog organiza- years or more through waste minimization, said that no expansion should be tion techniques.
Krueger and Drypolcher said such
undertaken until a full-scale review of
the environmental and health impacts techniques already have caused a re-'
duction in the volume of waste coming
of laboratory operations is completed.
Lab and DOE officials recently com- into Area G.
mitted to undertaking such a review,
Nonetheless, Krueger said the facility
which would involve the preparation of
could fill up by the end of 1997, or
a huge document called a sitewide envisooner if larger-than-expected amounts ronmental impact statement.
of waste are generated.

DOE to/coIpplete review ofpl~nby summer
view by the agency. Pete Siebach of the
DOE's waste operations division in
Washington said the review would be
completed by the end of the summer.
The plan to expand Area G, which
borders San Ildefonso Pueblo land, is
'deemed necessary by the lab because
the facility - opened in the 19505 - is
running out of room.
Solid, low-level nuclear waste - some
of it mixed with asbestos and PCBs - is
buried in pits at Area G. Additionally,
plutonium-contaminated waste bound
for the Waste Isolation Pilot 'Plant, the
underground nuclear waste repository

near Carlsbad, is stored at Area G. So is
mixed waste, which contains both radioactive and chemical substances.
The expansion has raised the ire of
the American Indian leaders, in part because any expansion would result in the
excavation of centuries-old Indian ruins.
Indian h;aders could not be reached
for comment about the lab's proposal
for a smaller expansion,
Drypolcher and John Krueger, facilities manager for Area G, said the
smaller expansion would require that
six to eight archaeological sites be exca-

NASA Studies Cassini Launch on Shuttle
By WILLIAM HARWOOD

weight. 12,400 PQI.llld.<l, and the
energy needed to reach Saturn,
swapping launchers would require two shuttle missions - the
purchase of a custom-built threestage solid·fuel booster and a
spacewalk for fmal assembly in
orbit.

Speci'lloS~,eNews

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla.
NASA
.

How much switching to the
shuttle might cost - or save NASA is not. yet known.
'" don't know what the costs

ALt3QQU{;t~G V~ SOUR

would be," said l'eter Ulrich,

Cassini program manager at
NASA headquarters In Washing-

ton. "We're going to do this
sUHty, and we're asking (or information from the contractor com·
munity ..• to answer exactly that
question."
The 1a\UlCh study was ordered
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.os Abmos And Department or Ener!!y offiCials
de(ended the lab's $lIfety, and ft NASA o(([c!al slIld he
doesn't think Cu~inl will be del~)'ed,
11te mosl serious dispute between inv(51iRatorsllnd
the Dep~rtment of Energy, which runs 1.0, Alamos, 1,
over whelher. t>ackup power lIeneraloru~cd Inf'Owet
,Mely srSlems .hould be aUlom~llc or manuaU)' o~rlt.

/'JilL

.d.
The Inve"lRatkm, done durinR Ihc pnt yearby.he
Dde.nse Nuctear Facilities Salely BOMd, dido', find
imminent Ihreat5 lopublle or worker$llfety, according
10 board reports.
Theboerd's slarCdid,i1owcver.find problems in procedurnusedloeJUuresafet}'/ltLnsfltamos'Tecbnical
Ate~ .\'~.I""

1."".....",,'....

~I

.. ,,1 .. '~1 .. _

""_,,,,_~

__ _

E~erg~ $ili,j Technical Ar~a 5.~ Is ufl!',

If .. elllouRhlthalfBcl!lIy .. uuns~re,wl!'W(lUldshut
down,~ said Jerry 8eUow,. m:lmlKer of lhe dep&rt·
mellI's Los AIDmO'J Area OUiee.
Bello"" acknowle<lged the problem~, but ~,id they
[nvolveCf'lmpliancewithbureaucrllrlcrelJUlitions nol
Ihenctual,afelyoftheplutooiumeompleK.
•

II

lc~k~~l::;:I~~:~~~~d :::re~yU~~~'~nrtW~M~~:~;:o
report minor Incident, thaI In the pUI mIght nol
have been mentioned.
/)nne Chri~ten~en, deputy chief of tile Uls Alamos
diYislonlh~t run$lheplutoniumcomplex.polnledout
th~t tile l~hQratory has buill plutonium parts (or US
~p~cecrllfl Cnr more thn lwodend" w;thoul d~nller to
puhlleorworkerhe~lth.
_
The Ddense Nuclfar Facllillu Safety BMrd Is an
Independenl federel alleney with the]ellal authority to
Inve .• lillate safely Is~ue! end m~kl!' reeommend:lilon.~ to
the U.s. ~cretary o( Energy, 58ld spokes .... oman Carol
Morllan.
It doesn'! hJve th~ authwi~)' 10 shut anything do .... n.
IIflW

April.

Richard SpchaJ.'lJd, Cassiru project manager at tite Jet Propu1·
sian Laboratory in Pasar'~na,
by the White House Office of Calif., new to Johnson Jpace
Management and Budget, Ulrich Center in Houston Feb, 24 to disSee CASSINI, Page 21
said, after reliability questions

Plutommn Lab Safety Questioned
By John F1eck

were raised in the wake of an Air
Force Titan 4 fallure Aug. 2. The
results of the study are expected
to be presented to NASA Admin·
istrator Daniel Goldin in early

SPAUItIWJ

1·'~·hm"y7·1a,I!1lI1

Cassini Project
Guards Against
Mission Failure
By WH.UAM nOYER
S~'''10~.t("'"

tl'amunderlncre3.'lCdp~t.om.:<lo!e&Ure~·

thingg~accord1ngtoplan.1aboral.Of)'oITlCbb

saM. The k'am I.!i respoo.<Ilble for the III.'" o(the big.
all.in-<me fT\l.WOI'l5 lil<eIy to emerge lids decade 01'

nel({ (rom the Jet. Propul$lon ~ralol')' (JPl.)

"'~.
Ca:rsinil.!ianlntcml'llonaJspa.ceexplOl'aUOncf,
fort managed b)' JPl. designed to give :!Cientl~
from arnu1>dthcworldadetalk!d,clo$eupklokat
Saturn and Its bigge!rt moon, TItan.
''']''here'a an lncreMed emphMi., UIaL everything

g~right,npt"CW1ywithlhedisaPJX'araoceol'

!>taB ~rver," ~ Richafd Spehabld, JPL',

ea....Wtipro,it'ctll'W\il8ef. ''ThalOCClll'Uocecrt"atcd
com:cms agtUil oI'tying up;a1l oI')'our:tcience In
orN'ml~n."

Speh:oW<.l sUn lilt CI>&W learn I.!i "l.aJdng .. hard
look III Ihe Man< Ob5elVl:'r failure-review ~p0rt5
ann we'U rc-evalullie any asped of out de5lgns
1h.'\l·'iI)lpmJlrl~_"1l.atreviewproces!lshouldbe

completed by MWI,hesairi

~aNlWS January 17·23,1!J!J4

Funding Sought for Topaz
United States
Revisits Plans
To Buy Reactors
By TIIERESA FOLEY

Sp.koNrwoSltIIW,i\.

'Plan~s;·eQIX~pse eQuld ni.~,@. .
mor~~;we~ii()ps worl(·fOf.J0.NL
'.. ' '.' .

ha~e

....

By KEITI1 EASTHOUSE
The New Mexican
.;; .
The federal,Depa.tIDent of Energy is
backing off frpm a plan to build a nuclear weapons production complex that
would involve' environmentally hazardous work at one of five sites outside New
M~xico, top J?P~Il1l~ ~ offi<:ials said
this week . "',
. -".; ,." . ".
Such"'a' de~isio~\~~u"ld, hicr;;se the
likelihood that;m\lC;h:of the work will be
concentrl\te{;'~t,::,'IfS .~mos . National
Laboratory. '.'
Eric Schweitzer, the DOE manager in
charge of preparing an environmental
impact statement· for the proposednuclear. weapons complex of',the 21s~,ce!ltury -:-':dubbed"~~Complex' 21" -'sald
budget <:onstr~ts and publi<:. oppo~ition
:~j

forced the DOE to rethink its plan,
"We're re·looking alternatives· base.d
on. the public comments we've received
and budget realities,". ~chweitzer, sajd
from his Washington, D,C" qffice, '.
At the lab, Paul CUllllinghaIl);'program
manager for nuclear 'm<)t\':rials and
reconfiguration . technology,:·: said :. in" a
telephone interview that .."Cpmplex 21 as
originally envisioned has lostsupport,"i
Complex 21 called' for building produc:
tion facilities at one or moreoffive possible 'sites - the Nevada Tes(Site' near
Las Vegas, Nev.; the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory; the Savannah River
Site in South Carolina; the Oak Ridge
Reservation in Tennessee;' .and th!;lp,antex Site near Amarillo, Texas.. :.','.' .'. I
CUllllingham said the decisioIJto b!lck
,. . Please seeWEAPONS, Page ~.2
,',

.'~:;~~;;1~:\~"/',~>:;',~~<,· ';:' \;,'<{JfF.· .
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Con~lnued from page A-l

ufacturing:~~mb .parts

made of
uranium ;'andi'developing tech·
off; from, Complex 21 has gained niques to manufacture tritium, a
sUPPOJ;t;.in'part, because the U.S. radioactive',: form of hydrogen
milit!ify at present -:- and for the used in'nuclliar bombs.
for~~eeable future- has not orBrian 'CostOer of the Energy
dered that., ~ny.new nuclear Research Foundation; a South
yY~apons b~ bUllt<.
..
Carolina' .activists ."group, said
:,I~Do·you mvestm a productlOn""that the amoiint.o(work the lab
~ c!lP!.tc;.i,tY;' t~at foyou:~,haveJno. de;<willget' wilrdependon the scope
fme(t'requll'ementJor?J:~ox.,?uof the. upgrade the DOE decides
don't:~ Cunningham said.'
to undertake.
.....Cpmplex 21 wOldd,.have been.
"The lab may have a plan, but
\. muqh\smaller, less ',diverse and' the extent of the upgrade will
far"less"costly than the DOE's change and evolve along with
Cold' War-era weapons complex, budgets and priorities," Costner
'which~consisted of13:major'fa- said .. ' , ' ' : ;
':
'
c4i~ies;sprawled·over ,12 ,states.', '.\ Whatever the'scope of the lab's
Non,et.heless, 'it would have ,cost ,role,' Cunningham said that with·
hun~«ldsofmilli0ll:s oJ,~qHllrstoout Complex.21 it will be critical
"bl!ildand operate..:i:.". "':',;/'/:; '.'. . to maintain the nation's ability to
" >.::A'cq,eaperalterna.tive·7;·onthe ;produce nuclea.. weapons in the
orderJoNens of'millions.'of dol- 'event newwar)1eads are needed
lars}f;according to' Cunningham.' in the future;'fI:"
,
',-is to'upgrade e,qsting(a<;ilities: . He said"it~will also be critical
, at·~;.Los':, Alamos' and,':.Lawr ence for the lab:'to:maintain the ability
Livermore National ~Qo!,atory to replace aging bomb parts.
to glve-,them a productIOn capa- . "We must maintain the capa.
" bility?;:~> >_, ,>?':;"::~,'i.::(:"?;:" bility to reconstruct the produc.' LJ\NL and Ll\:ermore ~r~dltl?~-. tion capacity/! Cunningham said.
allYj:h..iI.ye confmed,:,thelr, actlvl- , ,'r' Local citiz€)ns groups said the
ties,;,to';weapons re~~rch,' devel-'.<i:DOE'sdecision to back·off Com.
opmen(',a,nd testing:: SV~h: work";plex 21 in fav.or of an ."upgrade in
requjres," substllll,tiallY-,,\f~m.a.11et; :.:~;place~' isa'tactic to push the pub·
'q~an,~ti.~~,:' of plutonill!l~;'~ra- ::,;Iic~' out ofj.'t.he. decision-making
" nlu'PAr~t1Um and other IJl~tenals '/v,ro,cess reg{lrdlflg the future nu·
,andil:teIl-geposes les,~ ota ·.hazard:-i~learWeapon~.comp!ex.
to w9»'~rs a!ld the,~.mvU;,?,n.mel1t.}<f)i{9.r~~M.~llRi'of theJJ,.os Ala~os
:.~\ Th~i'~ell:vlronme,nta.l,':""lf1pact. i(SttJdY1.Gt:9,llP~id that, the maJor>st1\temeH~;.ithat descr~be,d ~()~-{fj'tyjof: the~:p.ublic does not want
:, pI
;';;said· the'fHla.mf~ct~y.ltY;P~h~ QOE ..~r Los Alamos.to main·::~;t
.)<Uake.place,atiI'.9s·:t\la-i'Nalp ~ny.,:;,nuclearweapons pro",.the even~·~?a~\tJ1eD!?~!f:tiuction capability at 1111.
. pgEade e)Clst~g;faclh- :'li(';;!r:hat',message, . he.said, came
,u~fl1be p.1~tol\1u.n,l work,\tlu.:ough loud:and clear last fall as
,rmerly':contl,ucted at, the" DOE gathered::public comFlats plant.n!!~r Den- ments on the Complex 21 envi,I'·V
)<i',',>'fft;f.:: .. ~*pnmentalimpact statement. .
id' 'r" J~~y, according:!o't~e,,:;',Schweitzer"of the1DOE said
·;,sta!~w.!il1t;-j:LANL would:~be. m 't/lat:'Mell0',s,';3ssessment was
'·'chl\rg~iIQ.r9hemically p:ocessmg;::tr!le..~·A)ot of people don't want
:~·plut!lI:1i~Ill;1.the radioactir,e ..metal :n!lf:lear:,~weapons at" all," Sch','iat.~elliea:\f of- most? nuclear ,.:weitl;epaid.·'·'i' ,,':
";'l:iombs.~It';would alsobe:involved;",'ij,:,The ,possibility of doing nothin 'fo'tming 'the me~al into a fine ing to maintain the DOE's nu·
, i' ished:bomb'part' ,/:,", 'm;u},' .: '.;Yclear .weapons , production capaThi:'lab currently has the"abil- bility was. dismissed by. the DOE
jty._to'perform both.fun~tio.ns'on in" a.do~umept, Pllblishe~ last
. '. ';a~m<4l;sC!ll~ aspar!9! Its, ~eap- s\lmmer ~~e'~ed~ral R~glster.
ons research role. "Ji .. ,..$ .........,..,
" "',,"Some -'mISSion ·requll'ements
"The":, laboratory's "Strategic for maintenance of the future
Plan;,!.iail'internal document that ,weapons stockpile w?uld not be
became/public.in January'1993, met'und!;lr the no-actIOn alternaindicated'that the' lab has hopes 'tive:'Therefore, the no-action al'of; pe,rforming a variety:of other ternative is not reasonable," the
pr()~~~~ol1 work, including man- DOE said.
.J."".'

"

.'

,

Ctitics'ofLANL ~i
s:eel< m or at or iu m

on ne w projects
watchd og, organizatio'n, said a
'numbe, r of project s are going forThe New Mexican
ward 'withou t sufficie nt public
review - includin g a plan to exEnviron mental and Indian pand the lab's nuclear disposal
c
groups are seeking a morato rium area and an effort to upgrad e ex
AlaLos
give
Los
to
at
s
s
facilitie
project
isting
major
onal! new
Alarrios Nationa l Labora t6tythil t rrios the capabil ity to build nu:'
"
,might have signific ant impact clear bombs. ,
"They'r e trying to ram' (these
"on:tne environ ment.
In'a''' two~page letter to Jerry project s) downth e throats, of the
Bellows, manage r of the U.S, De- public without 'any kind of formal
partme nt of Energy 's Los Ala- public process ;"'Mell osaid. '
Diana Webb, an official with
mos office,' the groups said the
project s should be put on hold DOE's Los Alamos 'office, 'said a
until the DOE does a full"scale morato rium would effectiv ely
'
review of 'the environ mental and shut down the lab. '
"It would be unreali stic to
health impacts of lab operatio ns.
Greg Mello of the~ps/AlanXb' ,
Please! :see ~_~L, Page A:2
P'~ a Santa Fe-ba sed'
\i
,!Gi:O
By KEITH EASTHOUSE

a

LANLiStuaY
Continued from Page A-1.

think that the DOE or (the University of Californ ia) would be in
a position to shut the lab down,"
Webb said. The univers ity operates Los Alamos for the Depart ment of Energy .
In addition to the Los Alamos
Study Group, the organiz ations
calling for a morato riurriin clude
Concer ned Citizen s for Nuclea r
Safety and the Sanctua ry Foundation, both Santa Fe groups; Citizens for Alterna tives to Radioactive Dumpin g, an Albuqu erque
group; Wester n States Legal
Founda tion, based in, Oakland,
Calif.; and the Rural Allianc e for

Militar y 'Accoun tability .
Webb said that instead of a
blanket morato rium on all major
project s, the;DO E - in concert
with the public - coulc:! evaluat e
project s on a case-by -case basis
to determ ine . Which' ones can't
wait until the comple tion of a
site-wid e environ mental impact
stateme nt,
Those project s could then be
separat ely evaluat ed - again
with public.d nvolvem ent - for
their environ 'mental and health
impacts , Webb said.
One of the purpose s of the
site-wid e EIS is to develop a complete picture of how the labora-

tory affects the environ ment and
public, health by analyzi ng the
cumula tive impact Of multipl e
project s, rather than studyin g
the project s separ3t ely,
Both LANL and DOE-Los Alamos official s have indicate d to
DOE headqu arters in Washin gton, D,C., that they would like a
full-sca le environ mental review
done.
The review, or environ mental
impact stateme nt, would cost approxim ately $10 million and take
from three to five years to como.
plete.
DOE headqu arters has not formally commit ted itself to paying

for the study, but an offkial with
the agency 's Waste Operati ons
Divisio n in Washin gton said last
month that DOE was "comm itted
to a site~wide EIS" for Los Alamos.
Webb said that official s' from
DOE-Los' Alamos and LANL are
travelin g to Washin gton next
week to discuss the issue with '
high-le vel DOE official s.
The last time a site-wid e EIS
was done at Los Alamos was in
1979. In compar ison, Lawren ce
Liverm ore Nationa l Labora tory
in Califor nia had one done in
1982 and comple ted another one
in 1993.

~~~--~--~---BOMB __ __ __~~rifkii&~t
ori~tion
cirkc~i~e

of' weapons. . .
LANL and .Livermore tradition ally 'have
ager in charge of preparin g an environmen- confined their activitie s to weapons retal impact statemen t for Complex 21, said search, developm ent and testing. Such work
that budget constrain ts, public opposition requires substant ially smaller quantitie s of
and the fact that the country at present has plutonium, uranium , tritium and other mateno need for neW nuclear weapons have rials, and hence poses less of a hazard to
,
workers and the environm ent.
forced the DOE to rethink its plan.
The environm ental impact statemen t th~t
That increase s the likelihood that the DOE
will choose a cheaper alternati ve: to upgrade describe d Complex 21 said the main activi~y
existing facilities at Los Alamos and that would take place at Los Alamos in tl\e
Lawrence Livermo re National Laborato ry in event that the DOE chose to upgrade existCalifornia to give them producti on capabili- ing facilities would be plutoniu m work that
formerly was conducte d at the Rocky Flats
ties.
Aside from maintain ing the nation's capa- plant near Denver.
Specifically, accordin g to the statemen t,
bility to build nuclear weapons, an upgrade
lly prowould allow Los Alamos and· Livermo re to LANL would be in charge of chemicametal
ilt
play what the DOE is calling a "steward ship cessiI:lg plutonium, the radioact ive
It also
role" over the existing stockpile of nuclear the heart of most nuclear bombs.
would he involved in formin~ the metal into
weapons,
'
as
finished bomb part.
a
such
s
activitie
of
The role would consist
The lab has the ability to perform both
replacin g aging weapons compone nts and
its weapadding safety features to reduce the chances functions on a small scale as part of

Continued from Page A-1

.

ons research role.
Last year, a laborato ry 6fficial said plutonium manufac turing work"vo uld bring with
it extreme security measure s that would
have a chilling effect on tbe lab's interactions with private industry ."
the laborato ry
"It doesn't fit the future
as envisioned by our director ," said Richard
Mah, who at the time was director of the
lah's weall0ns complex reconfig uration program,
Mah also said producti on work would detract fram the lab's weapons research work
and could take away funding and personne l
from other defense- related projects, .
But Cllnningham said that a producti on
role - as long as it remains small in scale would not be overly disruptiv e to the lab's
resenrch work,
"There are certain kinds of producti on
work that would callse only small perturba tions in the R&D role," Cunningham said.
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Plutonium 'pits' m&y be added to IANL duties

3

ble plutonium-handling laboratory major part of the bomb's nuclear that means the labs will be required ...... Built in 195.2, the CMR building is bility for building several nonin the country, will take overrespon- chain reaction. ::
to keep bomb-building skills alive 1 wearing out, and the DOE has nuclear components in U,S. nuclear
In addition to. Los Alamos, the ,rather than to actually build bombs, . asked Congress for $3.3 million weapons.
Responsibility for manufacturing ~i~ili~ for the explosive plutonium
The "decision not to build new
nuclear bomb parts made of uraniPits at the heart of nuclear departrDent's SaVaniJ.ah River Site in' ASsistant secretary of Energy Vic next' 'year for the work. The longSouth Carolina IS "a 'candidate for Reis said in an interview with the range project envisions spending bomb factories is being warmly but
urn and tritium, in addition to pluto- weapons under the plan.
'.
'
betWeen $10 million and $30 million cautiously received by arms control
ni~ could be given to Los Alamos
The labor~~~~ also could take processingtritiwjl,~~radioactive gas Jour~aI.\.
DOIng that will reqwre sOme fed- per year on the building until after activists.' .
National Laboratory under a plan oyer respon~l?ility for work on ura- . used to boost a::t>9inb's explosive
It sends a good signal to the rest
era! spending at Los Alamos to the turn of the century.
. :.\....,
now' being studied by the' .v.S. mum and tlitium pa:ts, two other force.
Since' 1989, the: Department of upgrade existing laboratories, said
Other building iniprovements Will of the world that United States has
Department of Energy, a senior lab- key components i l l . hydrogen
no plans'to build large numbers of
oratory official said Friday. .'
bombs, said Paul Cunningham, Energy has planned to build a new Cunningham, but ~ow much will be . be. required at Los Alamos, Cun- new nuclear weapons,. said, Greg
work . MeJJo,:a member of the Los~os?
,.The department's. :top . ilUclear head of Los (II.amos' nuclear mate!i- bomb factory or I.factories 'some- spent arid 'on',what'hasnot been . ningham said, butthe
:' .
requiTed has'not beeli'worked out
where in the country. With shrink-' decided.' -"",;'. :'\/"
weapons official this week 'said the ,. als program.. ; ,
Study Gz6.up imd a le<)ding cntic of
One projeCtaJreadY :moving for-' The decision to abandon plans to weapons work Los Alamos.
Other Candidate sites for uranium . ing requirements for new bombs
DOE has abandoned plans to bUild a
,
new U.S, nuclear weapo'ns factory" .responsibility"'are Lawrence liver- .and rising budget preSsUres, howev- ward, even betore the'decision was build a new weapons'factory will not
Mello's main criticism was that
leaving existing plants - primarily more National Laboratory and the er, the plan has shifted to the labo- made to give Los Alamos its manu- affect Sandia: National Laboratories, the decision, like many made by the
the nuclear weapons laboratories Energy Department's Y-12 Plant in ratories, which already have limited facturing responsibilities, is a $194 New MeXico's other nuclear Department of Energy, appears to
have been made behind closed
million renovation of the laborato- weapons laboratory.
capabilities to do the work.
as the repositories for nuclear Tennessee, Cunningham said.
With no new bomb manufacturing ry's Chemistry and Metallurgy
Located in Albuquerque, Sandia doors, with little input from the pubweapons-building skills: '
Uranium and plutonium are
already had been assigned responsi- lic.
Los Alamos, with the most capa- radioactive metals that provide a required for the foreseeable future, Research Building.
BY JOHN FLECK

'JOURNAL STAFF WRITER

preclse

at

N.)\tLahs· Help
Plan;,'NewNul{es

'BYJ~hnFI~k':)~\\l
~ t~

ment dOCuments and interviews with
government spokesmen,
JOURNAL STAFF WRrrER .
.
. Laboratory scientists also recently
D'espite the end of. the Cold War, U,S. 'Completed a study of a new.warhead
Depirrtment of· Energy. scientists.,..- for U.S·.submlirine-launched 'missiles
including'someatLosA!ainos and San- and are iiow\vorking on prelinlinary.
dia'natlonhllabcir-atonesm New Me'xi- '" plans for an easy-ta-build bomb should'
co - areworking'on preliminary plans . one in the current U.S. stockpile fail
for a new generation of nuclear bombs. and have to be rep~ced,
.
. ' . ".; .. '. .
. .' The work contmues despIte arms
. .,
:' I>r:iven,P.}', ~~ir~!,ltag~!l!,~e.work .;control agreements .with the former ' .
. mcludes' a:"secret weaPOn .that.would "Soviet Union Calling for massive reduc- .
destroy'
electronics 1ilia pulse' : ; . .. ....
.. ...
. .. .
of .radio waves, according to govern- MORE: See TWO on PAGE A6
.':.'t\.

erlem}>

: ,:;Ll~i.A6 ALBUQUERQUE JOURNAL

Saturday, March 19, 199,1

:'T~eY';e n~t .going to get any of
srud William Arkin, a Washillgton, D.C" author and nuclear
weapons expert.
. Arkin criti~ized the work, saying
. It sends a SIgnal to other nations
that the United States still values
nuclear weapons. That, he argued
could lead other.na~ons to try to get
the oomb themselves. '. .
net'~~Secre . wiufaID Pe
pr;:. .
serve ~e IUltion~~carefully . cultiv~~Soed nl!~l~
e~rtise. .
me riiilitary capabilities have
such a 1ong'ie3"d iimetJi)iiwe have
to sPend inoney'on'them now even
though' :~e ,don't need them right
away if we think there's sOme plau- '
sible. "jiossfuiiitj:iofnrerun them
five:orl0years mthe
Per, .ry' srud.; m;a.:speech' Monday at

!his,

says~tIJe'~prKiri~cOntimieto

:wqP9u,s

CONTINUED FROM PAGEAl

tionS in the U.S. nuciear arsenal and
despite the fact that the U.S.
'Department " of
EDergyJiaSno iiliinS': :.:;: .' c_, .. , ....
to :build any new ; ,The new
bombs. ." , " ' . '. d" "
.
Thee. ;~':. stu'dieS
..e~lgn stydy, '
inv~lve;conceptiial; ; according to the
outlines pf ,how the \ i
. I
'f' d
new. oombsIiiight :,c unc assl Ie .
"
be desiin~ but stop', ~DOEj)rogram
short <o.f ~ d~tailed ;;
is'
bluepnnts ; '.' C' of .,.
'.
,
devices Uuit actUal- :: aimed at develly COuld.~,?Ui!L:;,.,' '; oping' subma. In fact, govern- ,
_
, .
ment officials and
rine-Iaunched
independent
. .h
d'
'th
experts say there is
war ea s WI a
little chance they
longer lifespan.
will ever be built.
The United States
is observing a moratorium on nuclear test blasts tests are generaily required in the
development of any new weapon and most of the factories that in the
past built U.S. bombs are now
closed because of en~~mtal
, and safety problems.
IIIItLc.1

su'inmary"

:$~,,'
;.~.''':

futili!"

GeOrg~ Waslrlrikton:uDii~sity.-·

,
" ... /

"Wepum Joumainuiiri" "'miiJiinal .
prod~ctiOii .and R&J) ~ility 'for
nuclear~eapoDS, even'while' we're'

in the ',: Pr:ocess.~.of :~tically ,
reducing ·:the :n\!inber 'of,nuclear ;
weapOns :,we;ve'ideployed;" .Perry

said. /', t~~~f~\~·!~~. ~~"'/'~':·~: ~~ ~ :.,

.

!'You cannot mothball intelleCtual
.
capitaL" :i'J.tf,,!t'<';"J1ii ---",'-4 ."."
A Pe~m~h~rttke~rri\2~~d not
answer specific questions from the
Journal about "the new research
efforts, but pointed to perry's comments as a justification for the
work.
.
Department.,
of
Energy
spokesman Rick Doorn said the
research is needed to complete
studies that were already under
way, so the conceptual plans would
be ready at some point in the future
if they were needed,'
. ··'til

The new weapon studies are:
• The High Power Radio Frequency weapon, requested by the U.S.
Air Force. Government officials
would not discuss the weapon's pur:.1
pose, but Arkin said it is intended to 1
release a huge pulse of radio waves '
that wipes out electronic circuits in
enemy military equipment.
According to an unclassified twe>paragraph summary of the pre>gram provided to the Journal by the
Energy Department, the research
included tests to determine the
weapon's possible effect on foreign
military equipment.
The HPRF study is scheduled to
be completed by March 1995.
• Submarine-Launched Ballistic
Missile Replacement Warhead, a
study of possible replacements for
the warheads atop the Navy's Trident I and Trident II intercontinental ballistic missiles.
Currently, according to an unclassified analysis by Arkin and Natural Resources Defense Council analyst Robert S. Norris, there are 240
Trident I missiles deployed on 11
submarines and 144 Trident lIs on
six submarines.
With eight warheads per missile,
that is a total of 3,072 warheads the largestleg of the U.S. air-, landand sea-based nuclear triad.
,
Under the START II.:nuclear
weapons treaty with the State.s _()f
the former Soviet Union, that number will eventually drOp' hr.pso
warheads;', . . <;' ::;''':';':::''.
The newdesiiri Study,"aecording
to the unclassified DOE program
summary, is aimed at ,developing
submarine-launched warheads with
.
a longer lifespan. ..
According to the Energy Department's 1995 budget request ,to .Corl:
gress, one possibility being Considered is to adapt some components'
from . Ia:rld-OOse<I;: Minuteman'\ID
missiles -'- be1iti:'retired under the
START II - for use on submarine
missiles.
. ...
• Robust Warhead Assessment, a
I

i

preliIinnary analysis being done by
Los Alamos National Laboratory to
identify easy-te>-build
nuclear
weapons for the future.
The assessment,
to be 'completed
sometime this summer, will identify
options for generic
warhead
designs
that could be built
in the future if an
existing warhead
system went bad
and had to be
replaced, said Los
Alamos spokesman
Jim Danneskiold.
The
warhead
designs would have
to be tailored to be
built at some point
in the future when
today's
nuclear
weapons expertise
is gone, Danneskiold said. .
• Failsafe and Risk Reduction.
study, an :e.ffort to find ways to,
improve the"security of existing
U.S. weapOOs to prevent their unauthorized use. Design changes from
this study could be retrofitted to
existing weapons, according to the
DOE program summary ..

--- .".

~."

I
--.. -.--.

N.M. labs still planning new weapons 1~~:<{
ALBUQUERQUE (AP) - Even as
the United States scales back its
nuclear weapons stockpiles under the
START II treaty with fonner Soviet
states, New Mexico's defense labs are
planning new weapons.
One weapon would use radio waves
to destroy enemy electronics, the Albuquerque' Journal reported. Another
weapons study under way involves
determining what possible replacements might be used for the submarine
warheads on the Navy's Trident I and
II intercontinental ballistic missiles.
Los Alamos National Laboratory
and Albuquerque's Sandia National

Laboratories are involved in conceptual outlines of how new nuclear bombs
might be built - but stop short of
detailed blueprints. The U.S. Department of Energy has no plans to actually
build any neW bombs.
The newspaper said it has received a
DOE summary of the anti-electronics
weapon, known as a High Power Radio
Frequency weapon, saying its research
included tests to determine the weapon's possible effect on foreign military equipment.
William Arkin, a Washington,
D.C.-based author specializing in
nuclear arms, said this weapon sup-

posedly would release Ii huge pulse of
radio waves to wipe out electronic circuits in enemy military systems.
The submarine study is aimed at
developing warheads with longer lifespans, and the DOE's congressional
budget request saysorie possibility
under consideration is adapting como:
ponents of land-based Minuteman ill,
missiles being retjred under ihe
ST ART II treaty, for use on
submarines.
Currently there are 240 Trident I
missiles on 11 submarines and 144 Tri~
dent IIs on six subs, the paper said,
quoting an unclassified analysis by
,
, ,

- - - - -.I. -.,.

e.

Arkin and Natural Resources Defense
"Council analyst Robert Norris. Count',ing eight warheads per missile, the
paper said, thaltotals 3,072 warheads.
Under START II, that number eventually would drop to 1,750 warheads.
In another weapons study, Los Alamos National Laboratory is to complete a preliminary analysis this summer identifying 'easy-to-build nuclear
weapons for the future.
The idea is to determine what
options there are for generic warhead
designs that could be built in the future
if an existing warhead system went bad
and had to bereplaced-and iftoday's
nuclear weapons expertise had been

't')Ot n,.,· :~~d: lab sf~~~ Jim D~~~O,I~,
lc
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\ Who wants' what

~lp~~~NK!?v ~~~~~,: ~m

Monitor Staff Writer
Los Alamos National Laboratory's Community Reading Room is
at the center of a LANL political
squabble.
The Reading Room, located next
to the Bradbury Science Museum in
downtown Los Alamos, is run by the
Stakeholder Involvement Office.
Previously, it was run by the lab's
. Enviro.nmental Restoration (ER)
Program.
Here's what's happened:
• A March 23 memo from ER
employees Paul Aamodt and Marja
Shaner to Tom Ribe, a contractor
who operates the Reading Room,
said, "There have been occasions in
the past where records have been

.,
Reading Room."
The memo also said "an individual
who was recently visiting the Reading Room requested potentially sensitive information" about the budget
for an ER cleanup area (an "operable
unit"),
The ER Program "wants to ensure,
both legally and ethically, that ER
documents can be released to the
public and (that) a valid wayexists of
tracking these documents," the
memo said.
• On Monday morning (April 4),
an ER employee went to the Reading
Room and requested the last six
months' visitor logs and information

(Please see ROOM, Page 6)
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(from Page 1)
is to release everything we can get the release of personal information
requests.
our hands on that is not covered by such as medical or employment
The Stakeholder Involvement Privacy Act or security restrictions," records, she said.
Office asked for the request in
Gustafson said.
The Freedom of Information Act ,
writing.
Otway's April 5 memo also said, disallows the release of information
• On Monday afternoon, the lab's
"There is resistance in the ER Prog- in litigation or "predecisional
ram to the roles and responsibilities" budgetary information" that could
Quality Support Group announced in
of the Stakeholder Involvement give a bidder an advantage over coma memo that it would conduct an
"assessment" of the Reading Room
Office.
petitors, she said.
Once a budget is well-enough
"to ensure required Environmental
Baca denied that there is a dispute
Restoration Program documentation
between the ER Program and the known to be submitted to the Office
is getting to the public reading
Stakeholder Involvement Office.
of Management and Budget, ~'it's
room."
However, he did say, "There's considered public information,"
The assessment was requested by
some room to more clearly clarify Armijo said. So far, that means
the Department of Energy and the ER
roles and responsibilities" of the two everything up to fiscal 1995 is public.
organizations.
she said.
.
Program, the memo said.
The assessment was scheduled for
"The SIO is essential as a central
Energy Secretary Hazel O'Leary,
point" for releasing information, but, in her openness initiative, has said
Wednesday through Friday, but was
postponed because Ribe is on
"ER has a role in involving poeople" DOE needs to improve the process
vacation.
in its programs, he said. The ER forrelease.ofinformationtothepublBecause of the events, StakeholProgram has a public involvement ic, Armijo said. O'Leary's admider Involvement Office Director
staff, he said.
nistration has said reading rooms are
Harry Otway sent a memo to Jorg
He and Otway will be meeting important but under-utilized.
Jansen, head of LANL's EnvironMonday, Baca said.
"If trends continue. we plan to
mental Management Program and
There are some types of informa- increase rather than decrease the
the overseer of the ER Program, saytion that may not be released, he said, amount of information we're pulling
but he didn't think that proviso into the Reading Room," she said.
ing the events had caused "puzzlement and concern."
. appliedJo the ER bugret .• Baca said the assessment of the
; Environmental Restoration Prog- . information:· ;".; ow:)" •. "
in'Xeading Room is a check to make
ram Manager Tom Baca said in a
. Budget informatidh- is .. ~t1any- 'sure ER material is getting to the
telephone interview that he didn't
thing we. would withhold." Baca Reading Room, Baca said. "It's
said.
pretty routine, It's an attempt to be as
know what information might have
been released inappropriately, but
He said the March 23 memo was' open as we claim to be," he said.
that anything in the Reading Room is
"inappropriate" and will be
Brandt Petrasek, an official from
available to 'the public.
.
"corrected."
DOE headquarters who toured
LANL spokesman John Gustafson
He has never had a request for LANL's Reading Room and other
said, "As far as I know, there hasn't information that he thought he such DOE rooms, said LANL's
should check with LANL's legal or Reading Room is better thanmost in
been any inappropriate release from
the Reading Room." If the informa- security departments, Baca said.
the DOE complex.
Information involved in lawsuits
Some are actually 10 secureo
tion is in the Reading Room, it's
approved and appropriate to releilse, may be withheld. but Baca sald he areas, requiring paperwork and
he said.
isn't aware of any litigation involv- escorts, he said.
ing the ER program,
"We're ensuring reading rooms
The March 23 memo said all
requests for ER information should
Classified information may not be are dOing the job that they're
be handled by the ER Program. "Our . released. but there are "very few sec- intended to do," Petrasek said.
When he visited LANL's Reading
staff and the laboratory's Legal urity concerns for ER documentaOffice work together oil any docu- tion," Baca said.
Room, it was still in the process of
ment release," the memo said.
Christina Armijo, an official with moving from an earlier location, so
LANL is working on a formal the Department of Energy's Los AIa- .not all information was there. But the
information release policy, but as it mos Area Olfice, said that the Priva- staff was taking "the right and necesstands now, the lab may release cy Act and the Freedom of Informa- sary steps to be open and provide the
information that isn't blocked by pri- tion Act restrict the release of some proper information," he said.
vacy or security information. .
types of information,
LANL's Reading Room is "ahead
Privacy Act exemptions include of the game," Petrasek said.
"The policy of the Reading Room

If::

lab proauces
no information
despite request
Ill' CHARMIAN SCHALLER
-Monitor Managing Editor
The Los Alamos Study Group has
sent a letter to Los Alamos National
Laboratory expressing concern about
the Environment Restoration Program and its response to infonnation
requests.
TIle study group, based in Santa
Fe, is a laboratory watchdog group
concerned about environmental
impact - particularly the impact of
radioactive substances.
TIle laboratory and the Department of Energy responded to MonilOr questions about the letter today by
saying, in effect, that their goal is
improved communication and they
want to do better.
Information Req uested
The study group leiter, dated April

5, signed by Mary Riseley, and
addressed to LANL Deputy Director
Jim Jackson, said, in part:
"On Jan. 10, 1994, my colleague,
Susan Myers, submitted an information request to Bob Vocke asking for
documents relating to the proposed
Mixed Waste Disposal Facility ...
Marja Shaner from ER left a message
with us on Feb. 2 that Daryl Bultman
was working on our request and
would get the documents to US by the
end of the following week,
"After several more weeks, and
several telephone messages back and
forth. we called to check on progress,
and Ivlarja assured us that although
the boxes of documents had been
sent 10 'legal' for review, that she
would be able to bring them down to
an ER public meeting in Santa Fe the
night of March 17th.
''The documents were still not
available that night. and, nearly three
ll.onths after requesting them, Dr.
Jackson, we have still not received
any of these materials."
TIle letter said that in response to
questions about why the documents
required legal review, Shaner said
"that internal ER policies and regulations required this review for certain
kinds of infoffilation."
When the group asked Shaner for a
copy of the regulations, she faxed a
copy of the LANL Administrative
Manual "lnfomlation Practices," the
leltcr said. Riseley said that as far as
shc could tell, the documcnt mentions "nothing about the necessity of
Icgal review for release to the public
of the kind of non-classified documents we are requesting."
Altachcd to Riselcy's Ieltcr was
the original letter of request.
addressed to Bob Vockc, acting
Environmental Restoration Program
manager. TIle list of documcnL,
rcquested was cxtcnsive. It included
"cxcerpts from the CUITcnt Capital
Asset Managemcnt Plan or Projcct
that refcr to the MWDP (Mixed
Waste Disposal Facility): all design
documents and scoping criteria suppOlling the sizc of the MWDF:
memos or leiters delineating waste
acceptance cliteria for the MWDF:

posal: task description documents
related to planning, development and
implementation of the MWDF: (and)
all National Environmental Policy
Act (NEPA) documentation referring to the MWDF design or inception. including but not limited to,
Draft Environmental Asscssments
(EAs), NEPA decision memos, other
records that indicate whether an EA
or an EIS (Environmental Impact
Study) is necessary, and all supporting documents."
Other Concerns
Riseley's leiter also made reference 10 a recent memo in wh.icll Paul
Aamodt of the Environmental Restoration program, said. "I want to make
you aware that no information oUler
Ulan Ulat placed in the Reading Room
for Ule Environmental Restoration
(ER) Program should be released
from the Reading Room without ER
Program management approval.
These requests should come direetly
10 the ER Progrdlll. Our staff and the
Laboratory's Legal Office work
together on any document
releases ...."
Aamodt's memo made reference
to "occasions in the past where
records have been inappropriately
released from Ule Reading Room."
But Riseley said "it was an ER
staff member" who made the challenged request for infomlation. And,
she- said, "We protest Ule commitment to continuing LANL opacity
Ulat Mr. Aamodt's words convey."
Riseley also challenged the felevance and success of the ER pu blic
involvement process.
She said one of the grou p' s staff
members, John StrOUd, lost an entire
work day Feb. 8 and found that he
was "essentially Ule only member of
the public" who attended one of the
involvement meetings. She said,
..... No one bothered to find out from
the invitees if any of them were actually coming,"
She said, "Dr. Jackson, what were
the costs in salaries, contractor and
meeting room fees for this badly
planned and valueless exercise?" She
mentioned another, similar meeting
in Espanola where only two people
allended.
She asked, "Could it be that the
real questions and concerns of the
public are not being addressed at
thesc meetings, and Ulis is why people don't choose to spend their valuable time attending'!"
She asked for Jackson's help, and
she concluded, "11lerc is no cxcuse
for delaying release of documents
that cannot be construed as 'sensitive': the ER program's reluctance to
share infonnation simply amplifies
the public distrust in which LANL
finds itself mircd."
The Response
In response to Monitor requests
for comment today, three lab and
DOE spokesmen replied - all making it clear that the goal is increasing
openness.
Harry Otway, leader of the Stake-

( from Page 1)
holder Involvement Office, said,
"'lllis essentially refects paI1 of the
shakedown of the roles and responsibilities between my office and Environmental Restoration. We would
like to see these requests go through
our office so that we can ensurc that
evcry program docsn't have its own
policy."
Asked whether it might have bcen
possible to provide at least some of
thc documents more promptly,
Otway said, "Yes, I'm sure ......
Hc notcd, however, that some of
the documents requestcd might
involvc "pre-decisional kinds of
information," which, he indicated,
cannot be released. He noted Illat in
somc cases, release of certain information might adversely affect a bid
proccss, but, he said, he hasn't actually secn the documents requested
and can't judge Ulem fully.
Asked how he will proceed in this
case, Otway said, ''I'm meeting with
(Tom) Baca (the new head of Environmental Management programs) on
Monday, (and) with Karl Braithwaite
(a top aid to LANL Director Sig
Hccker) and Jorg Jensen (Ule incoming head of the Environmental Restoration Program). I think this is one of
the things we want to discuss - how
we can bellcr implement the laboratory's policy on trying to provide
information as much as possible,
which is also in accord with DOE
policy. We want to do a better job.... "
Christina Armijo, a spokcswoman
for the DOE, said she isn't personally
familiar with the documents, but, "I
can say that we can accommodate
part of their request"
She said, "I do not know why their
request hasn't even been partially
responded to, and from that standpoint, I feel that DOE needs to
intcrvene and assist the laboratory in
accommodating some of that information request"
But, she added, "There are documents ... in thatrequestthatthe study
group has been told are not releasable." Shc mentioned draft NEPA
documents.

First, "Some dft"1hc.. documents
may not be relcasable." she said, and
mentioned documents that might
adversely affcct contract awards.
But, shesaid, second, "It's not our
policy to be unresponsive outright to
infomlation requests." If documcnts
can't be released, shc said, "We
ought to be timely and responsive in
relaying that information to the
requestcr.ln this casc, that obviously
wasn't done."
John Gustafson, deputy group
leader and a spokesman for the Public Infonnation Office, said, "TIle
lack of attendance at ER opcn houscs
docs point to a problem with public
involvement. Dclays in providing
infonnation also are a problcm that
needs 10 be addrcssed."
He said, however, "Rccognize that
there are two new players in this. One
is Tom Baca, ... who is still relatively
new on his job, and also Jansjorg
Jansen, who takes over the Environmental Restoration program officially as of (next) Monday."
Gustafson added, "Both Tom and
Jorg recognize that problems exist
and will be discussing the situation
with the Stakeholders Involvement
Office and also looking intemally for
solutions."

ST. JUDES NOVENA
May the Sacred Heart of Jesus be
adored, glorified, loved and preserved
throughout the world now and forever.
Sacred Heart of Jesus, have mercy on
us. SI. Jude, help of the hopeless, pray
for us. Say this prayer 9 times a day. By
the 8th day your prayer will be answered.
Say it lor 9 days. It has never been
known to fail. Publication must be
'promised. Thank you S1. Jude.
M.E
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But, she said, DOE is committed ~
to working with UIC study group and ...
other interest groups "to see where •
wc cm:ld be a lillie bit more liberal •
wi:" our policies WiUIOUt comprom- •
ising tile ongoing NEPA process.".
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ry's Area G site; Aamodt said:,
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. vironmental restoration. office, .
. said Fridaythat:the DOE's' Ne-·
vada. Test Site :was the' prime"
.contender for such a facility:
.
"I ~ould give this very little

at' the lab, It is not in:
as a disposar~ site" for"
cont'ender;,;,' waste shipped to ,Los' 'A~am()s
.
. f,[,'ri .l,fl,'omelsewhere,Aamod~sald .....
~;"We've 'never lookedat-that as
".
b,ut a lab facility/!.Aamodfsaid.
~/:

.. ' '
' ,
.' " .' PAUL AAMODTi ,:"'. i:.,
r.'
;Los Alamos' environmental restoration offjce( u
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The laboratory. wants
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telephone'.interview fromhis'EI .. ~'mixed.waste".,"""waste contami-idermgthe waste'dump;.' .' ": ,
Rancho; home. "I, .don'(·. thillk·nated·twith botncradioactiveandl:.· As for non-radioactive' chemi-:
we're a prime contender at all."
chemical' substances ·....::js being'
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POSSIBLE SITES

Groups urge moratorium
on construction at LANL
By KEITH EASTHOUSE

The New Mexican
About SO organizations, including the Archdiocese of Santa Fe,
are calling for a moratorium on
all new construction projects at
Los Alamos National Laboratory
that might have a significant impact on the environment.
The groups are supporting a
position taken earlier this year
by a coalition of environmental
and Indian groups who believe
that projects that could turn the
laboratory into a nuclear weapons factory are proceeding without public debate.
Lab and DOE officials say the
moratorium demand is unreasonable and could shut the lab down.
In a two-page letter sent in
March to Jerry Bellows, manager of the DOE's Los Alamos office, the coalition demanded a
moratorium until a full-scale review of the environmental and

health impacts of lab operations
is completed.
The lab and the DOE plan to
conduct such a review, called a
site-wide environmental impact
statement. ,But they say it will
take untill997 to complete.
Meanwhile, they are proposing
that smaller environmental reviews of the projects activists
are concerned about be conducted. The projects include:
• A $200 million, lO-year upgrade of the lab's Chemistry and
Metallurgy Research Building,
where work with nuclear materials is performed.
• An expansion of Area G, the
lab's nuclear waste disposal area.
• An expansion of Los Alamos'
storage capacity for plutonium, a
radioactive metal used in nuclear
bombs.
Greg Mello of the Los Alamos
Study Group said these projects
are part of a piecemeal effort to
give the laboratory the capability
to build nuclear bombs.
Previously, the laboratory has

limited itself to researching and
designing nuclear weapons.
Laboratory and Department of
Energy officials say the projects
are needed to keep the· lab in
compliance with existing environmental and worker safety
regulations. ,
.
Paul Cunningham, LANL's program manager for nuclear materials and reconfiguration technology, said earlier this year that
it was possible that the lab may
develop a small-scale capability
to build nuclear bombs now that
fonner bomb factories, such as
Rocky Flats in Colorado, have
closed.
But Cunningham said that
since the United States is in the
process of dismantling much of
its nuclear arsenal, it is unlikely
that the country will build bombs
in the foreseeable future.
He also said that if there becomes a need for large-scale nuclear weapons manufacturing, it
probably would not happen at
Los Alamos.

l
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NEW MEXICO
LOS ALAMOS
*PLANS DENIED - Los Alamos National Laboratory officials have denied
environmentalists' contention that there are plans to build a small-scale tritium plant here.
~lamos

Study Groyp released a document Tuesday suggesting the lab was
considering building a backup tritium plant capable of doing the same kind of weapons
work now done at Savannah River in South Carolina. But lab officials said the document
was based on a conceptual study done more than a year ago that never won support from
the Energy Department.

Tritium decays over time, so existing weapons must be serviced regularly with fresh
supplies of the radioactive gas. That's done at Savannah River.
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Activists visit . ···
Russian lab as it
adjusts to peace
.
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i.i'gh(:~~e:gas. in his apartment
-::each'tlme he wanted hot water.
The New Mexican
' . "The peOple are sufficiently
'.
"dispirited that no one is taking
. ,'"Crumbling concret~'\i tiuilct4\ care of ~hings,JMell0 said.
'•• ings. F~ultyplumbing afidi~le~:f;;':!Onlh~'-oth~r,!hanq; Mello said
; tr~cltY:'i.I\i.shbr!ageof h(Jt"V:~terf ':,p~e 1;,¥~sP!!lPir,~~se~py the. Rus;~',lackof!~palr, worker,~,: P;~llu~:,.,~lqn;~',.}pe~dlllle~,~;:, and mner
'tlOn. Pohtlcal. demonstratlOn~ strengtp.. ;1", . ',~'
, in the streets.
" . "they' area long-enduring,
These were among the fea-solicitousand warm people,"
tures of Russian life that Mello said.
struck two local activists durMargret Carde, of Concerned
ing a. trip to the industrial city Citizens for Nuclear Safety,
of Nizhny Novgorod last said .that she witnessed an
month. ,'. , .
anti-Yeltsin demonstration in
Based, on his visit, Greg' which the protesters were callMello ()f.t!w L()s Alamos Study .... ing for a return to Communism:
Gfp.~p~J'p§esn'.t: t~ink.:~~ussian':'j:;. S~e . also said ;t~ata~tlssian
. soclety'ls'falhng apart."'Buthet'old her that whenyouhsten to
'allowed it's getting close.,
the words of, yladall1ir Zhiri,-"I wouldn't say the soCiety is novsky, the co~troversial Rusdisintegrating. I would say it's sian ultranationalist, "what he
barely holding it together," . says iswonderfiil."
,
;Mello said.
.
"But when,' you 'see how he's
, One small but perhaps signif- going to: achieve his goals," her
'.. '. 'icant sign of decay, Mello said, Russian.' ffiend went on, "you
was". that he had to.: walk. see that he'scrazy~:' "
",
through mud to reach his apart- .
Mello and l Carde traveled' to
. ..'
. ""
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who used to work on nuclear
.
weapons.
with the future of Arzamas-16,
The research to be conducted
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under the deal has civilian appliRussia's primary' nuclear weap-.
ons laboratory. Traveling with,',
.;.'1
Id 't
.
cations for both countries ranging from studying auto engine
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' .. ',' 1', " , ' . ' ,.;,
,
.... ',
,
. .'
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ronmental contammatlOn.
M~llo made a proposal at ~he
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'., ' .. ' .
., .
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w,ould say It S
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together.
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"
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' ','
'.~.' ,,'
gaging in high-energy physics
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experiments ,that have military
self - mainlyciviIian research"
GREG MELLO,
applications. '
- as defense budgets decline.
,Los Alamos Study Group
. Scientists from Los Alamos'
The seminar was organized by
,
and Arzamas have conducted
Tri-Valley Cares, a California
three joint experiments in the
anti-nuclear group, and DRONT,
past year that have involved the
a Russian umbrella organization -they said they learned a few for respiratory therapy.
production of intense pulses of
eye
surgery electrical current and ultrahigh
for a variety of Russian citizen things, particularly about Arza- , . Designing
magnetic fields, according to Jim
groups. The trip was funded by a' mas' efforts to convert to civilian equipment.
: grant from the State Dep~~t~" research work.,
.
• Building portable X-ray ma- . Danneskiold, a lab spokesman .
. ment.
. " ' , ' ",'
¥ello' said that approximately . chines for, use in remote settings.
It's no secret that ultrahigh
Attending the semmar were 20 percent of Arzamas' budget is .. : • Designirig machines to mea- electromagnetic pulses have. mil; Russian anti-nuclear activists, an .going to ,industrial' 'partnership .sure' vibrations' in : industrial itary applications, such as disadviser' to" the .Y eltsin govern". work. 'In comparison, from 4-to-5 equipment.;,,·.;,
rupting an adversary's electronment on nuclear issues, and a sci- percent of Los Alamos' $L1: bi!- ': Mello, said that Arzamas scien- ics systems.
entist from Lawrence Livermore lion budget is going toward such tists have not been paid in two
But Danneskiold said that the
,months, due' to government fi- experiments - which have been
National Laboratory in California work.
,
billed as a way for two former
known as an internal critic of the
But while much of Los Alamos' nancial troubles., .
U.S. government'snuclearweap- work for private industry is
U.S. officials have been con- adversaries to build scientific
ons programs. .
high-tech, Mello an,d Carde' said cerned that, financially-strapped ties - have had nothing to do
Some officials from Arzamas, that a fair amount of Arzamas' , Russian nuclear weapons scien- .with weapons development.
a secret, fenced 70ff city locat~d work i~ of the lower-tech variety, tists may fall prey to the terripta- '.
Instead, Danneskiold said, the
in the vicinity. of Nizhily - a reflection,. perhaps, of the tion of doing work for unsavory experiments have generated reNovgor,od, also put. in an apP~aF-" fact.~h.at c.ompanie~ in Russia are clients, such as Jraq or terrorist suits that could be applied to a
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not'very)ophisticate,d :-;when it groups., .'. ';~"'; ;:,:,: '.... .
variety of scientific fields, inance.· '.. "
,
.. :,,';;':,:':
.
cludirig plasma physics, highBut:Mello said it wa's a tokeIl.'.'com'es:tO, condtiCtirtg',their'o:-vn
gesture' to . appease.Boris . research. and development,'
To avoid. that, a $6 milHon pressure chemistry, microwave
Nemtsov, the reformistgovernor;" Th~\projects t.hat:·MeJl6 and agreement' was signed in Janu- generation, astrophysics and adof the' Nizhny Novgorod region,' 'Carde.were told about include:
ary between LANL and Arzamas' vanced electronics .
. who also sent arepresentative to
• Building radiation ,detectors to cooperate on civilian research,
The experiments could also apthe seminar.
. to detect radiation in r:neat and
The three-year deal calls for ply to the long-sought goal of fuMeJlo and Carde said the ~emi- . produce, which is a concern be- the U.S. government to provide sion power and to developing sunar, which lasted 3112 days, did cause of environmental disasters funding that Russian officials be- perconducting materials that
not end with any clear agreement such as Chernobyl.
lieve will provide employment could carry electricity without
among the various groups. But
II Building inhalation devices for more than 1,000 scientists resistance, Danneskiolcl said.
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Expert: Tests lllay jinx treaty
U.S .. should forgo underground
testing; ex-LANL scientist says

By KEITH EASTHOUSE
The New Mexican

So-called "hydronuclear tests" - underground explosive tests with an extremely small radioactive yield - could
jeopardize efforts to negotiate an international treaty banning full-scale nuclear
tests, a veteran of the Manhattan Project
said Monday.
J.Carson Mark, head of Los Alamos National Laboratory's Theoretical Division
from 1947 to 1973, said during a: panel discussion at Los Alamos that the United
States is asking for trouble if it seeks to
conduct such tests while it pushes for a
comprehensive test ban treaty.
Mark said that as a condition to signing
f. test ban treaty, other nations will want
the United States to conduct the tests
openly to be assured that they are strictly
for safety and reliability purposes and not

for future weapons development.
But the United States won't want to do
that, Mark predicted, because other countries could apply the data from the tests
to develop their own nuclear weapons
programs.
"If we insist on hydronuclear tests
while we insist on a test ban, we'll complicate the business of a test ban," Mark
warned.
The panel discussion was organized by
the Los Alamos Study Group, a Santa Febased watchdog organization. Other
speakers included Steve Younger, LANL
deputy program director for nuclear
weapons technology; and Christopher
Paine of the Natural Resources Defense
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Council.
Hydronuclear tests were last conducted
from 1958 to 1961, when the United States
and the Soviet Union had agreed to a moratorium on nuclear testing. The tests,
which Mark was involved in, were conducted in.underground shafts at Los Alamos and in Nevada. Their purpose was to
assess nuclear weapon reliability and
safety.
Hydronuclear tests are among a bat-·
tery of "non-nuclear" experiments, facilities and testing machines being pushed
by officials at Los Alamos National Laboratory and elsewhere in the Department
of Energy's nuclear weapons complex.

The officials believe that the facilities
are necessary to maintain the safety and
reliability of the nation's nuclear arsenal
in the absence of full-scale nuclear testing.
A moratorium on nuclear testing has
been in place since 1992 and will last until
at least 1995. Meanwhile, negotiations for
a comprehensive test ban treaty are ongoing in Geneva.
Some of the facilities to conduct nonnuclear experiments already exist, such
as LANL's PHERMEX machine, which
uses bursts of X-rays to make images of
high-explosive tests.
Others are under construction, such as
the lab's $81 million Dual-Axis Radiographic Hydrodynamic Test Facility, or
DAHRT. DAHRT, scheduled for completion in 1997, would be composed of two
high-energy linear accelerators that
would provide extremely precise images
of high explosives as they are detonated.
0
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Lab sticl{swith weapons
,

LANL creates

billion
'wish list'

$3.5

By KEITH EASTHOUSE
The New Mexican

Despite the end of the Cold
War, Los Alamos National Laboratory officials have developed a
plan that calls for $3.5 billion
worth of weapons-related projects over the next 10 to 20 years.

According to a laboratory doc- ~eapons.
That role would consist of acument called the 1994 Site Development Plan, almost $1.1 billIon .tivities such as replacing aging
worth of weapons research, de- weapons components and adding
velopment and testing projects safety features, to reduce the
are planned fqr the rest of the de- ,chances of accidental detonation.
cade and into. the first years of
Lab spokesman Jim Danneskithe 21st century.
.
.old described the plan as a "wish
An additional $1.9 billion worth list" that should not be taken as a
of weapons "RD&T" work is' blueprint for' the laboratory of
planned for the first 15 years ~ the future. He also said that the
the next century, according to vast majority of the projects
have not received funding and
the lO-page development plan.
Also planned is $543 million . may never receive funding.
. Christopher Paine of the Natuworth of projects that would allow the lab to playa "steward-, ral Resources Defense Council, a
ship role" over existing nuclear Washington, D.C., watchdog

.

group, said the preponderance of
weapons projects in the planning
document suggests that "lab officials are out of synch with political realities."
"These will largely go unfunded," Paine predicted.
Paine said, however, that the
mere fact that the projects are
planned is cause for alarm. He
said several of the projects could
be used to develop new nuclear "
weapons and so could spur other
countries to do the same .
"If these projects were to rePlease see LANL, Page A-2
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Weapons Budget Draws Fire
Critics Assail
Lab Proposal
B);' John Fleck
JOURNAL STAFF WRITER

Los Alamos National Laboratory
wants to spend $1.2 billion on nuclear
weapons-related buildings in the next
eight years, and another $400 million on
projects aimed at handling hazardous
wastes, primarily those from nuclear
weapons research, laboratory documents show.
That compares to $783 million proposed for the single major civilian
research project over the same period,
leading critics to charge that the laboratory has not yet adapted to the fall of the
Soviet Union.
"Do we really as a society want to
spend (this much money) on nuclear
weapons projects in a post-Cold War

world?" asked Mary Riseley, a member
of the Los Alamos Study Group, a Santa
Fe-based peace and environmental
group.
Laboratory officials defended the
plan, saying they bear the responsibility
for maintaining the safety and reliability
of the remaining U.S. nuclear stockpile.
The Los Alamos Study Group, which
was instrumental in publicizing the
spending plan this week, also charged
the U.S. Department of Energy with
stalling for seven months in releasing
related documents that would provide
more detail on the proposed nuclear
weapons construction projects.
On Feb. 2, the group formally requested the additional documents. The group
has yet to receive them.
DOE officials acknowledge the documents are not classified and say they are
near to making them public.
"These things take time," said Christina Armijo, a spokeswoman for the
DOE's Los Alamos office.
The documents could be released as
. early as next week, Armijo said.

Underlying the debate over the construction plans is the question of how the
nation will maintain its nucleilr arsenal
now that the Cold War is over.
Los Alamos officials argue that, with
underground nuclear test blasts likely to
be permanently banned, expensive new
facilities are needed to monitor the
weapons remaining in the U.S. stockpile.
"Our mission now is maintenance,
stewardship and preserving the capability of the vast majority of the nuclear
stockpile," said Los Alamos spokesman
Jim Danneskiold.
Danneskiold also said the extensive
list is a broad wish list that is sure to be
refined as construction dates near. Any
new construction at the laboratory
requires congressional approval.
Among the major new projects envisioned in the laboratory plan is a $422
million complex in which to conduct
explosives tests that simulate key parts
of a nuclear weapon's operation without
having to resort to a nuclear blast.
Another $150 million in the spending
plan would buy a laboratory to simulate

the effects of a nuclear blast on electrical circuits, a key issue in planning to
fight a nuclear war.
On the environmental side, the laboratory hopes to spend $110 million for a
new radioactive liquid waste treatment
plant to replace the current facility,
which DOE and laboratory officials
acknowledge does not meet current
safety and environmental regulations.
The $783 million civilian project is a
new center to use high-powered particle
beams to study subatomic particles ..
While critics do not question whether
some expense to maintain the stockpile
is needed, they do question the scope of
Los Alamos' plan.
.
"That may be true that the mission is
to do that, but what is required to do that
mission is open to debate," said Tom
Zamora Collina, a nuclear weapons analyst at the Washington, D.C.,-based Institute for Science and International Security.
"A lot of these are of questionable
merit," Collina said.

VIGIL
(from Page A-I)

express God's preservation,"
Eirene said. "I hope to leave a legacy to the next generation that some
people were not afraid to stand up

to our nation's nuclear weapon prow
duct ion."
Los Alamos also is located on
sacred Indian land, Eirene said, and
the United States has violated the
land "by putting a lab here that is
doing research (from which the)
only final product is death."
Saturday's ceremonies were
supported h the third year by the
Los Alamos Study Group, People
for Peace, and the Santa Fe Friends
Meeting, Riseley said.
This year the event coincides

with an exhibition at the Bradbury
Science Museum, a photo essay of
Hiroshima and Nagasaki that was a
gift to the study group from the
mayor of Hirosrurna, she said.
The exhibit, from the Hiroshima
Peace Memorial Hall, will be on
display through August at the
museum.

Riseley said events this year
lave made her ft;.el more hopeful
:han ever before for peace. "The lab
laS traditionally lobbied hard
19ainst a comprehensive test ban,"
'he said. "The lab has now dropped
.ts opposition."
RiseJey said she finds· hope in
he stances [hat some military lead~rs are taking against nuclear
weapons production. It's strange
·'or a pacifist to join with the mili~ary on an issue, she said, but, in
:tnti-nuclear activism, "strange
llliances often are popping up here
end there."
Saturday'S
commemoration
tself is "part of bearing witness,"
aid Dance, a member of People for
)eace in Santa Fe. "My whole life-

.
time has been under the threat of
nuclear weapons ... (Meditation) is
very peaceful, and it's sort of a
counter to the violence of nuclear
weapons and the violence of using
those against other people."
A lifelong activist, Eirene said
he got his start protesting against
the Vietnam War in 1968. A commemoration of the deaths caused by
the atomic bomb in World War II
was just another step for him.
Los Alamos has been a focus in
his anti-nuclear efforts, he said,
because "there's no way in which
LANL is repentant (for making
nuclear weapons)."
The candle-lighting ceremony
and the public action were the most
important part of Saturday's
anniversary commemoration to
him, Eirene said.
"Our candles, hopefully, will
become like warning flares to a
society," he said. "\Vc're either
going to die from within ... or we're
going to be the victims of our technology."
The
commemoration
has
become an annual event because,
Riseley said, "It makes a difference
for us. It's something that we can't
not do. It's important to renew a
pledge each year that this will never
happen again."
.
The commemoration ended
Saturday with candles, which
"symbolize the souls of the people
who were killed," Riseley said.
"It's also an expression of solidarity with the Japanese people."
The attitudes of many more people need to change to keep history
from repeating itself, she added. "I
feel that the definition of 'we' is
what has to change if we're gong to
survive on this planet," she added.
"We, to us, means all life."

[Peace vigil
.held at pond
By ELIZABETH GOLDMAN

I\fonitor Correspondent
,
A group of peace activists gath, ered at Ashley Pond Saturday for a
, day of meditation and prayer for
peace.
The smail group came to Los
Alamos on the anniversary of the
\\ bombings of Hiroshima and
; Nagasaki to make personal pleas for
! peace.
Mary Riseley of the Los Alamos
.Study Group said she expected
more people to show up later in the
'afternoon, when the group of
activists planned to look at an exhibit at the Bradbury Science Museum,
have a potluck dinner and float
memorial candles across Ashley
Pond .
But in the early afternoon, when
only five people were at the com-

memoration, actIVIst Florence
Dance said, "Sometimes it feels like
it can't (make a difference).
. "But it reaBy can," she said. "It
doesn't matter how many people are
here. What matters is your personal
intent."
Vincent Scotti Eirene had come
to the area from Pittsburgh and
joined the activists for the ceremony
for several reasons.
"As a Christian and a peacemaker, I think Los Alamos (National
Laboratory) is becoming the hub of
research' and development of the
third
generation
of nuclear
weapons," he said.
Los Alamos is a fitting location
for a demonstration because, "It's
where society's will 10 suicide finds
its rest. We need to come and
(Please see VIGIL, Page A-8)
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identify and clean up contaminated sites from SO years of laboratoryoperations.
Jansen said that modifying the
operation in that way - a number of contractors already are involved - probably would require
that some of the 160 lab employees working on the project be relocated to other pOSitions .
. He declined to say how many
employees would be affected.
Grumbly's decision to put the
six projects on hold is a victory
for environmental and Indian
groups, who called earlier this
year for a moratorium on all major projects at the laboratory until a site-wide environmental impact statement could be prepared.
"I think it's fantastic," said
Victor Lujan, acting executive
director of the Eight Northern
Indian Pueblos Council. "We
hammered on them for months,
and they responded."
Grumbly said the decision is
evidence that the Energy Department under the Clinton administration is committed to working
"collaboratively" with the public."
"We're trying to walk the talk
in terms of public participation,"
said Grumbly.
However, Susan Hirshberg of
Concerned Citizens for Nuclear
Safety, a Santa Fe watchdog
group, expressed disappointment
that several defense-related projects weren't also put on hold in particular, a $194 million, tenyear upgrade of the lab's Chemistry and Metallurgy Research
Building.
Grumbly said that the upgrade
of the CMR facility, which supports weapons programs and
other programs at the lab that
handle plutonium and uranium,
would be analyzed for its environmental and health impacts
under a separate, less intensive
review called an "environmental
assessment."
He said that the CMR upgrade

would also be studied during the
site-wide environmental impact
statement process.
James Werner, an assistant of
Grumbly, pointed out that it was
beyond Grumbly'S power to put
any defense-related programs on
hold. Such programs are managed by another division of DOE,
Werner said.
The six projects that were put
on hold come under the category
of
"environmental
management," meaning that they involve
the treatment, storage and disposal of radioactive and toxic
waste.
The projects that have been
put on hold include:
• A planned expansion of Area
G, the lab's nuclear waste disposal site.
Lab officials, concerned because the dump is getting filled
up, originally proposed a 70-acre
expansion. But they reduced it to
28 acres after they ran into opposition from Indian groups upset
that the expansion would require
the excavation of Indian ruins.
Grumbly said the concerns of
the Indians played a role in the
DOE's decision to put the
planned expansion on hold.
• A $247 million replacement
and upgrade to the lab's aging radioactive liquid waste treatment
facility.
Built in 1963, the facility is
leaking, but according to a 28page DOE document called the
Advance Notice of Intent, the
plant can be "operated safely
and reliahly for a few more
years."
• A proposal to put into operation a controlled air incinerator
that would burn waste.
Lab officials have said that
putting a substantial number of
major projects on hold could shut
down operations. But Werner
said that the amount of money
that would have been spent on
the six projects in the next two or
three years totaled only about $3
million.
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I DOE wants

IANL
.projects on hold
From PAGE 1
step, they believe the DOE has not
gone far enough_ Other projects
related to nuclear weapons research
at the laboratory also should be halt·
ed until the study is completed, they
say.
All projects, including the nuclear
weapons-related ones, should be
put on hOld until the study of their
environmental impacts can be completed, Santa Clara Pueblo Gover·
nor Walter Dasheno wrote in a July
13 letter to the Energy Department
"This (the environmental study)
is our opportunity to participate and
provide
substantive
comment
regarding the impacts upon Santa
Clara by activities at UlNL,"
Dasheno wrote.
The proposal for which projects
would be put on hold and which will
proceed will now be the subject of a
series of public hearings and inter·
nal Energy Department review
before final decisions are made.
Grumbly's comments, which
came during a two-day trip to New
Mexico, focused on the DOE's envi·
ronmental programs at Los Alamos
and the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant, a
propo~d nuclear waste dump near
Carlsbad.

As the ·assistant secretary in
charge of the Energy Departmenes
envir6nmental programs, Grumbly
oversees a $6 billion budget - $564
million of it this year in New Mexico, primarily at Los Alamos; Sandia
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andWIPP.
The environmental study, to be
done under the auspices of the
National Environmental Policy Act,
will analyze the environmental
effects of the entire laboratory's
operations.
It will be the first time that a sitewide Los Alamos Environmental
Impact Statement has been prepared since 1979.
Grumbly said delaying the projects would allow the department to
do an overall study of the relation·
ship between laboratory operations
and the waste they produce.
And in the process, he said, the
department.wants to consult members of the public, who he said have
been left out of decisions by the
department's past practices of
"decide, announce, defend."
On the question of Los Alamos'
environmental cleanup program,
Grumbly said he hopes the labora·
tory can keep the program, rather
than having a private contractor
hired to take over the job.
Department officials are studying
that possibility for both Sandia and
Los Alamos national laboratories.
Grumbly differentiated between
the two laboratories, however, say·
ing Sandia has done a better job in
coming up with a plan to streamline
its cleanup plans.
"The S,mdia people ca.'lle back
with a strong proposal," Grumbly
said. "Our Los Alamos colleagues
have taken some coaxing."

Put some heat on Cold War mindset
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Wednesday and Thursday at 1 p.m.
and at 6 p.m. at the Sweeney Center in
Santa Fe, Department of Energy and
Los Alamos National Laboratory offi-cials are conducting hearings on alternative missions for LANL.
Their analysis of these alternatives
must, by law, include their impact on
the environment, economy and culture
of our region.
Unfortunately, neither the DOE nor
LANL has so far proposed alternatives
for the Lab.
Bound by bureaucratic inertia, the
DOE is asking the public to do this work
for them, while LANL is entirely caught
up in promotion of its existing programs, which are largely carry-overs
from the Cold War. Members of the
public attending these hearings will be
confronted by a battery of technical experts giving well-rehearsed sales
pitches for their particular projects and
programs. These specialists do not want
even to mention any underlying issues
and may deny their relevance altogether.
Most people in Santa Fe do not realize
that LANL has not at all converted to
any civilian mission and has no plans to
do so. Instead, Los Alamos now stands
to become a de facto nuclear materials
storage, processing, manufacturing and
dumping center for the nation's nuclear
bomb complex. LANL is inheriting the
plutonium manufacturing role of Rocky
Flats, some or all of the tritium handling
and perhaps even the tritium production role of the Savannah River Site,
along with many other tasks, all potentially very dirty and dangerous.
To serve its nuclear work, Los Alamos
is hoping its nuclear weapons design
and testing program at Cold War levels
indefinitely and plans to build literally

Greg
Mello
Commentary
billions of dollars in new facilities to attract new scientists to these Stragelovian pursuits.
Almost all of this is unnecessary,
even if one believes in maintaining a
large nuclear deterrent indefinitely.
Contrary to what Lab managers are telling Congress, the data clearly show
(and weapons scientists will privately
admit) that there are essentially i1.O
technical problems with nuclear weapons, and none are foreseen. The U.S. arsenal is quite reliable and will remain so
for the next decade or more without any
investment in new facilities or in any
new nuclear waste-producing programs. This arsenal could be maintained with a fraction of the current effort.
At the same time, many voices - including those of top-ranking military
men like Gen. Horner and Gen. Goodpaster - argue that the U.S. cannot
achieve its nonproliferation goals as
long as it so obviously values its nuclear
weapons and does so little to encourage
further mutual arms reductions. Even
analysts like Seth Cropsey at the rightwing Heritage Foundation are pointing
out that nuclear weapons should simply
never be used.
We agree wholeheartedly. Maintaining a large nuclear arsenal hurts the
United States and the world. Unfortunately, the top people in the Pentagon
recently announced that they would not
be bound by the Bush-Yeltsin agree-

ment to reduce U.S. and Russian nuclear arms to 3,500 strategic warheads
apiece but would maintain an arsenal of
8,000 weapons indefinitely. This retrogressive action will be sure to harden
attitudes in Russia, China and throughout the world, and could have serious
consequences for Los Alamos and
northern New Mexico as well.
There are some very positive alternatives for LANL, but to choose them will
require courage, initiative, a new organizational culture and new management. LANL could become the world
center for the detection and control of
weapons of mass destruction. It could
advance the science of renewable energy sources. It could do important
work for industry and in the process
build a thriving new economic sector in
northern New Mexico. Los Alamos, the
place where the nuclear nightmare began, could be a place devoted to peace
and to harmonizing technology with nature and the human spirit. Pursuing
these goals in partnership with northern
New Mexico could benefit everyone.
This seems like common sense, but
none of it will happen without a great
deal of public pressure. DOE's "green"
initiatives are now largely going to labs
in California, Colorado and elsewhere,
while New Mexico is seen as too politicallv weak to seriously object to nuclear
wea'pons and their waste, however damaging the effects on our state's economy
and .environment may be in the long
run.
Please come to DOE's hearings this
week and help them break out of their
Cold War mindset. If we do not speak,
our silence will be taken as assent to all
things nuclear.
Greg Mello is a member of the Los
Alamos Study Group.
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are precious.
"If you're going to make toasters, you wapt to make them
cheaply," Gusterson commented.
• Weapons scientists will·have
a hard time making the switch to
non-weapons work.
Aside from being- trained to
make weapons, the scientists
would have psychological barriers to overcome, Gusterson said:
During their professional careers, weapons scientists have
developed what Gusterson calls a
"Cold War narrative" to justify
their work.
The narrative, according to
Gusterson, is that "the outer
world is a dangerous place and
that nuclear weapons can make
the world safer if they are managed properly."
To many, such a "narrative"
should die with the Cold War. But
to weapons designers, there are
new reasons to continue developing nuClear weapons, such as unpredictable states like North Korea or Iraq or the possibility that
terrorist groups could "obtain a

nuclear bomb, Gusterson said.
• Managers at Livermore and
Los Alamos do not know much
about economic conversion or
how to obtain funds for such
work.
If Los Alamos and Livermore
are to convert to industrial partnership work, officials will have
to learn how to obtain money
from corporate America, the federal government, or both
'
Gusterson said.
The problem, he said, is that
exclualmost
run
are
the labs
"sively by managers who rose
through the ranks of the nuclear
weapons programs.
"They are exquisitely nuanced
and k~owledgeable about weapons SCIence" and how to raise obtain money from Congress -for
weapons programs, Gusterson
said.
But" that skill is matched by "a
symmetrical ignorance about
how to raise money for other
missions," such as industrial
partnershi p work, Gusterson
"
said.
Consequently, for a transfor-

I/..~

work to be successful, a whole
new set of managers who did not
earn their stripes in the weapons
program would have to emerge,
"
Gusterson said.
Gusterson said Livermore has
ecoin
Success
of
chance
a better
nomic conversion work because
of its proximity to large"numbers
of corporations in the heavily
popUlated Bay Area of northern
California.
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The New Mexican

Los Alamos National Laboratory can
best ensure its long-term survival if it
converts from weapons work to performing research to aid private industry, according to a researche r with the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
a Boston-based university.
Yet making such a switch will be extremely difficult, said Hugh Gusterson,
assistant professor of anthropology and
science studies at MIT.
"It would involve tremendou s
the same time, it might
makpolicy
to
sense
make mOre
changes," Gusterson said.
It would be much easier for the laboers to concentrate weapons work
ratory to continue as a weapons reat Los Alamos because it is in a
is
that
area
"sparsely "populated
search center because lab scientists alnot known for its political activ- f ready know how to do such work and be~ cause laboratory managers are skilled
ism, Gusterson added.
in obtaining funds from Congress for"
"Livermore is located near libweapons programs, Gusterson added.
Berkeas
such
eral communities
Yet taking that course, Gusterson
ley and San Francisco" that consaid, is fraught with risk because public
tain large numbers of well-orgasupport for nuclear weapons work is
nized people who often vigoreroding - both among the public and in
ously protest Livermore initi,,",
Congress.
tives, Gusterson said.
"It will be difficult for laboratory of"You don't see many pro·"
ficials to raise sufficient funds" for
Gus:J.,..~
Alamos,"
Los
ers .in
weapons work in the future," Gustersori
~<9... ' (
said.
predicted.
"I.
Gusterson said that if the decision is
made in Washington, D:C., to concentrate weapons work at one of the Department of Energy's national research
labs - currently, such work is divided
between Los Alamos and Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory in California - Los Alamos would likely be the

~t
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site.

Gusterson will be discussing possible
futures for Los Alamos and Lawrence
Livermore at a talk at 7 p.m. Tuesday in
Los Alamos at the Fuller Lodge.
Gusterson has spent the summer in
Santa Fe researchin g a book on what
Russian and American nuclear weapons
scientists will do now that the Cold War
is over.
He is the author of Testing Time: A
Nuclear Weapons Laboratory at the End
of the Cold War, which will be published
next year. It looks at weapons designers
at Livermore in the late 1980s and early
1990s.
Gusterson said it is unrealistic to
think that Livermore and Los Alamos
can easily convert to working with private industry.
"A lot of people think ·of Livermore
and Los Alamos as a menu "of technological capabilities and that to achieve conversion all you have to do is reallocate
(the capabilities). But that's naive,"
Gusterson said.
Among the obstacles to conversion to
private-industry work, according to
Gusterson:
II The secrecy that has pervaded the
laboratories over the decades does not
lend itself to smooth interaction s with
corporate America .
• The laboratories' top-heavy bureaucracy slows the speed with which they
can sign "cooperative research and de-velopment agreemen ts," or" CRADAS,
with private industry.
"CRADAS are very labor intensive,"
Gusterson said .
• Scientists who worked during the
Cold War era, when there were virtually
limitless funds for weapons work, are
strangers to the profit-oriented world of
private industry, where time and money
Please see LANL, Page·A-l0
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Victory for New Mexico
EIS Process to Provide Forums on the
Future of LANL and Nuclear Weapons
by Greg Mello and Mary Riseley
Los Alamos Stiuly Group

How the Public Got to the Table
Beginning in late 1992, a coalition of Indian Pueblos,
peace and environmental organizations, and labor unions petitioned Los Alamos National Lab (LANL) and the Department
of Energy (DOE) for an environmental impact statement
(EIS) prior to any expansion of "Area G", LANL's big
radioactive waste disposal area, and prior to any new nuclear
waste dumps at LANL. Also requested was a new site-wide
environmental impact statement (SWEIS) for LANL operations as a whole.
At first the organizations were principally concerned
with Area G, which LANL hoped to more than double in size.
In early 1993, plans surfaced for another huge radioactive
waste dump - twice the size of WIPP - which could
potentially accept nuclear garbage from allover the country.
Meanwhile, LANL' s plans for a radioactive waste incinerator
were proceeding, an incinerator which would receive plutonium-containing wastes, as well as many other kinds, from
throughout the nuclear weapons complex. A WIPP-bound
waste treatment plant is also on the horizon.
All these nuclear waste facilities have been proposed in
part because LANL is fast becoming a central hub in the
newly downscaled nuclear weapons manufacturing complex.
To this end, LANL plans numerous new nuclear weapons
design and fabrication facilities. Just one of these, an upgrade
of the Chemistry and Metallurgical Research (CMR) Building, will cost $200 million, 75% of the entire DOE weapons
program construction budget. This huge building (550,000
sq; ft.) will be used for a variety of development, analytical,
and manufacturing jobs involving both plutonium and uranium; part of the building is already being used fqr monitored
storage of spent nuclear fuel.
Faced with this deluge of new waste-generating operations and new dumps - tcio many to fight one at"a timemore than sixty New Mexico and national organizations
petitioned Secretary of Energy Hazel O'Leary in April of
this year for a moratorium on all major constmction projects

at LANL until the completion of a site-wide EIS. Led by the
Eight Northern Indian Pueblos Council, the petitioners included the Archdiocese of Santa Fe, the Mayor and three city
councilors in Santa Fe, as well as well-known national groups
like the Natural Resources Defense Council and Greenpeace.

What the Discussion Will Include
The site-wide EIS has now been granted. But which
projects will be subject to its analysis? Which projects will be
held back pending its outcome? Will the EIS process be for
real, or just for show? The DOE's proposed answers to these

questions were published in the August 10 Federal Register
in the form of an Advanced Notice of Intent to do the LANL
SWEIS. It includes a timetable and lists of .major LANL
projxts with DOE's initial recommendation for appropriate National Environmental Policy Act review. IIi addition,
there is a discussion of how the LANL SWEIS might relate to
several current, broad-scale DOE National Environmental
Policy Act reviews such as the Environmental Restoration
and Waste Management Programmatic EIS, the Pantex
SWEIS and the Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement for Storage and Disposition of Weapons-Usable Fissile
Materials.
LAN'..... projects, DOE concedes, that should be included
in the SWEIS (and hence put on hold until it is completed
several years from now) include:

What's at Stake
Simply put, what is at stake here is the future of Los
Alamos and the Pajarito Plateau, the future of New Mexico's
weapons labs (and with them a large part of the state's
economy and identity), and the future of nuclear weapons.
Will New Mexico become even more of a nuclear colony or a leader in global cooperation to eliminate weapons of mass
destruction, in industrial technologies, and in environmental
research? m many ways, the choice is up to us. If we are silent,
this will be interpreted as assent to all things nuclear, and other
states will get the government's industrial and environmental
research funds.
And if we are silent, the nuclear establishment will continue its deep conflict of interest, promoting and maintaining
its own weapons while trying to keep other nations from
getting them, while distributing a variety of nuclear technologies as if these were unrelated to proliferation of nuclear
weapons.

EIS Victory For New Mexico
(continued)
• the Radioactive Liquid Wastewater Treatment
Facility
• the Isotope Separator Facility
• the proposed expansion of the Nuclear Materials
Storage Facility
• Decontamination, decommissioning and
demolishing of the High Pressure Tritium
Laboratory
• New Sanitary Landfill
• the Controlled Air mcinerator, Expanded
Operations (trial bum scheduled for February
1995 still up in the air, no pun intended!)
• Expansion of Area G, Radioactive Waste
Disposal Site, and
• the National Biomedical Tracer Facility

What You Can Do
Copies of the Advanced Notice of mtent are available
from the LANL Environmental Reading Room, 1450 Central
Avenue, Suite 101, Los Alamos, NM 87544, (505) 665-2127
or 1-800-543-2342. Read this document and write a comment
on the proposed scope of the SWEIS and send it (before
October31) to:
.
M. Diana Webb
Los Alamos Area Office/DOE
528 35th Street
Los Alamos, NM 87544
Attn: LANL SWEIS
TEL: (505) 665-6353 FAX: (505) 665-4504

Although the huge Mixed Waste Disposal Facility is
listed as being the site-wide, reading the fme print reveals
that only the 1% that will hold legacy and operational wastes
is actually being delayed. Basically, the project appears to be
going forward for now, pending effective protest. And the
wording on the CMR Building upgrades, crucial to LANL's
stated intention to continue nuclear weapons research, development and testing, is much too vague for us really to know
what is and what is not going to be halted. The WIPP-bound
waste tests, called the Actinide Source Term Waste Test
Program, would NOT be slowed.
This list defmitely represents a partial moratorium, especially for the Environmental Management programs, and we
have to say, "Hurrah!" But there are also a number of Defense
projects not on this list that we hoped would be, such as
the Dual Access Radiographic Hydrotest (DARH1) Facility
and the High Explosives Materials Test Facility, among
several others. Like CMR, these facilities, especially DARHT,
are central to continuing nuclear weapons design and
development.
Public comment is critical now. This EIS process is
supposed to be a comprehensive look at LANL' s future plans
- but how comprehensive it actually is will strongly depend
upon citizen involvement. Cominents will be received until
October 31. Public meetings will be held before then with two
weeks' advance notice in local newspapers.

in

Watch your newspapers and come to and spealc at the
public meetings to be scheduled in September and October.
Attendance at these meetings will be critical in determining
the future ofLANL
The Los Alamos Study Group (LAS G) can provide
background information for both of these activities. We
are at 212 East Marcy St., Santa Fe, NM 87501, 982-7747.
Concerned Citizens for Nuclear Safety will host
informational town meeting in Santa Fe a few days before the first
- scheduled pre-scoping DOE meeting. Call them for information at 986-1973. Let the All People's Coalition or LASG
know if you can volunteer time or want to take part in demonstrations and other events related to these issues. The volume
and quality of comments does really make a difference. This
is our long awaited chance to be heard -let's make sure that
many, many of us speak up loud and clear!

an

Los Alamos Study Group is a member of All People's Coalition.

[Note from the Editor: Congratulations to LASG, and
especially to Greg and Mary, for their organizing success
in pressuring DOE for a site-wide Environmental Impact
Statement at LANL!J
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Science-Based or Science Debased?

fter what seemed like a fresh start under
Secretary Hazel O'Leary, the future of the
Department of Energy (DOE) weapons labs
is now beginning to look a lot like the bleak
,__
,,'
past, only more so. While the nation sleepwalks its way further into global warming, an evergreater importation of fossil fuels and the near-complete
neglect of conservation and renewable energy, bureaucratic inertia and right-wing ideology seem to be winning out
over science applied to genuine national needs.
At this point in post-Cold War time, the only conversion
happening at the weapons labs is linguistic. Their flagship
program, now called "Science-Based Stewardship" (SBSS),
has inherited all the functions of the former nuclear
weapons research, development, and testing (RD&T) program save one: underground nuclear explosive testing.
The loss of underground testing is being parlayed into an
extravagant set of new nuclear weapons facilities at the
labs and an overall funding increase in their nuclear
weapons programs, dashing hopes that these institutions
could or would convert to more socially useful, and less
culturally corrosive, research.
Even within the scope of the labs' current overall mission ("reducing the nuclear danger"), the vast bulk of
resources continue to be applied to maintaining and
improving US nuclear weapons. The underlying assumptions of SBSS are that the US arsenal is permanent, that it
remairls large and diverse, and L'1at a permanent technological and production-capacity "hedge" is needed to
reconstitute an even bigger arsenal in a short period of
time, All these US policy assumptions run directly
counter to any widely-shared definition of security, to any
genuine defense needs, and - not least - to Article VI of
the Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty (NPT), in which the
world's nuclear powers agreed to dismantle their arsenals
in return for a promise of nonproliferation from the rest of
the world. Even if these assumptions are granted, most of
the SBSS program is still not needed.

SBSS, nee RD&T, is the core program at the three DOE
nuclear weapons laboratories, where most SBSS funds are
spent. Out of a fiscal year (FY) 1995 DOE weapons program appropriation of $4.5 billion, the SBSS program comprises $1.5 billion, Neither of these amounts include the
substantial costs of managing the wastes being created by
DOE nuclear weapons activities, or of cleaning up contaminated sites, including the weapons labs,
POSITIVE ALTERNATIVES
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The budget for stockpile stewardship is rising, The FY
1996 DOE budget request for SBSS is $1.6 billion, and it is
likely that Congress will award DOE at least this much.
Amazingly, the weapons laboratories are now receiving
substantially more funds for nuclear weapons science and
technology than they did during most of the Cold War.
The weapons labs want even more. In addition to high
levels of SBSS program funds, the labs want a $3 billion
panoply of new facilities to simulate various aspects of
nuclear weapon explosions. This extravagant and
provocative construction program is aimed at circumventing a nuclear test ban to the greatest extent technically possible. If constructed, these facilities will define the
research agenda of the labs, and make their conversion to
more useful work almost impossible for the next decade.

. ,::::
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is the SBSS

Progr:~"

To understand the stockpile stewardship program, it is
first necessary to understand what it is not. It is not the
program that stewards our stockpile of nuclear warheads
and bombs or provides for the surveillance, repair, and
replacement of nuclear weapons. The program which does
these jobs is called "stockpile management," a related but
separate DOE program, funded at $1.8 billion in FY 1995.
Instead, so called "science-based" stockpile stewardship
is aimed at providing a sort of science--nuclear weapons
science--for the stewards of the stockpile, or some of them
anyway. To put it another way, it doesn't really maintain
warheads so much as it maintains physicists. As DOE
Assistant Secretary Victor Reis put it to Congress in 1994:
"The stewards really are more important than the equipment. .. the purpose of the Stockpile Stewardship program
is in fact to maintain the stewards, and the right type of
experiments."
The basic idea behind SBSS is described in the FY 1994
Defense Authorization Act, which says that the purpose of
"stewardship" is to preserve the "core intellectual competencies" of the US "in nuclear weapons, including
weapons design ... and certification." The Act provides
funding for "advanced computational capabilities to
enhance the simulation and modeling capabilities of the

Stockpile Stewardship doesn't really
maintain warheads so much as it
maintains physicists.

United States with respect to detonation of nuclear
weaDons ... [and for) above-ground experimental progradts, such as hydrotesting, high-energy lasers, inertial
confinement fusion, plasma physics and materials
research." Further, the Act provides "support for new
facilities construction projects" for these programs. This is
exactly what the old RD&T program used to do, with
advanced non-nuclear testing replacing to the extent possible the role of nuclear testing in the certification process.
In addition, the labs, through their growing central role
in the stockpile management program, will be the place
where much of the component production for new or
replacement nuclear weapons takes place. At present,
both stockpile stewardship and management present
impossible barriers for conversion of the weapons labs.

"
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Barring imminent orders for new weapons, sciencebased stockpile stewardship is essentially a blank check.
Being primarily oriented toward maintaining the existing
workforce, there is no definite product and therefore no
real accountability in the program.
A more rational approach w'ould begin by carefully
delineating goals for the program that enjoy a consensus,
such as: assurance of the safety and security of nuclear
weapons; compliance with US treaty obligations; support
for nonproliferation; and compatibility with antiCipated
future treaties and further stockpile reductions.
In addition, a large majority of federal officials would
sup·port a goal of ensuring that a given weapon remains
reliable until that weapon is retired, and providing for its
replacement as needed until that time. We believe it is
likely, however, that maintaining an enormous nuclear
deterrent will be increasingly seen as conflicting with US

nonproliferation goals, as some senior military officers
and defense officials have already warned.
To fulfill all these goals, includ-ing maintaining the reiiability of our weapons of mass destruction and prOViding
for their replacement, a "science-based" stockpile stewardship is unnecessary. A much simpler, problemfocused stockpile management program would suffice
and would cost a great deal less. Since there are not now
any important safety, security, or reliability issues in the
arsenal. and none are foreseen for the immediate future,
this program could initially be largely a matter of surveillance, pending future arms reductions. And if a posture
of nuclear deterrence, i.e. threatened annihilation, is to be
maintained, any problems which may arise can be solved
by the remanufacture and replacement of specific parts.
Over the longer term, a small-scale remanufacturing
capability will be required to maintain a nuclear deterrent.
But the scale of this capability will depend upon the anticipated scale of the arsenal. which has been declining and
should continue to do so.
The US and the other declared nuclear powers have
promised, however, in Article VI of the NPT, to eventually dismantle all their nuclear weapons, not rebuild them.
So there is a proliferation cost, however difficult it may be
to measure or predict, as well as a very real economic and
environmental cost, to rebuilding weapons.
Tne Cold War level design establishment should be collapsed down to a much smaller and more narrowlyfocused "curatorship" program, whose size would
depend upon the complexity of the possible problems that
could be encountered. In the case of the nuclear "physics
packages" (warheads), which contain only about 5 percent
of the parts in the weapons, that program could and
should be rather small. It will be less expensive, in many
cases, to simply replace some parts than to understand in
detail everything that could, some decades hence, go
(Continued on p. 13)

US Department of Energy's National Laboratories At a Glance
Lab

Contractor

Annual Budget

Lawrence
Livermore
(livermore, CAl

Military
related

Est. Cost of

# of Empl.
7,310

nuclear weapons R&D

Los Alamos
(Los Alamos, NM)
nuclear weapons R&D and testing; research on nonproliferation, arms control, and treaty verification technology; waste
& envrionmental restoration

--=---'=:------

$1.1 billion

8500

R&D and testing of all non-nuclear components of nuclear weapons; transportation, storage and safety assessment of
nuclear weapons; training military.personnel in assembly and maintenance of nuclear weapons.
Sources; Los Alamos Study Group, Military Toxics Project, US DOE, US Nuclear Weapons Cost Study Project
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commonly used isotope. Citizen opposition has resulted
in an environmental impact statement being prepared.
.-\mong citizens' concerns are the much greater use of the
annular core research reactor, currently rarely used, but
potentially on-line 24 hours a day, seven days a week.
The process would produce both low and high-level
nuclear waste and a large amount of wastewater contaminated with both chemicals and radionuclides. There is
illso opposition to the use of taxpayers money to subsidize
an industry, pharmaceuticals, wh~ch is already highly
profitable. Technicium production is done by private
industry in Europe, and has been done privately both in
the US and Canada.
Sandia represents the best and worst of DOE. While
maintaining the non-nuclear components of the nuclear
weapons stockpile, there are also cutting-edge scientific
projects, many of which are both costly and environmentally hazardous. The DOE culture which has disregarded
environment and public health for years continues, but
there are also a mix of dedicated scientists and technicians
who would like to see Sandia in the forefront of nonweapons science, including environmental technologies
for energy and clean up. As one of the nation's three
nuclear weapons laboratories, Sandia will probably contain these opposing points of view for many years to
come.
Jay Coghlan is a member of Concerned Citizens for Nuclear
Safety in Santa Fe, NM. For more information, call (505) 2662663.
Garland Harris is public information director for Citizens for
Alternatives to Radioactive Dumping (CARD) in Albuquerque,
NM. For more information, call (505) 266-2663.

(Stockpile Stewardship cont'dfrom p.3)
wrong with them. For any real problems (as opposed to
the trumped-up problems often cited by the labs), any
such prediction would in any case remain quite speculative, no matter how great the investment in SBSS facilities.
In a curatorship program at Los Alamos and Livermore
there could be small teams of two dozen scientists and
engineers at each lab devoted to surveillance and troubleshooting for each of the six or so types of weapons currently slated to remain in the arsenal for the time being.
With support staff and in aggregate, 400 people would be
sufficient to staff the stockpile stewardship program, now
renamed "stockpile curatorship." This number would be
more than enough to solve any technical problem that
might arise with the nuclear components of a weapon.
Such a program for nuclear components would cost less
than $100 million per year, including redundant teams at
each of the two physics labs, contractors, and overSight
from DOE headquarters, and all necessary capital expenses. Substantial additional stewardship funding would be
necessary for Sandia and a much lesser amount at other
sites, but we believe that the overall cost of the program
can and should be kept to a small fraction of the $1.6 billion requested, making it possible to restore funding for
genuine national needs within the Department.
DOE's stockpile management program likewise contains excessive spending, driven, as in the case of SBSS, by
pork-barrel concerns rather than any rational assessment
of national security needs. Both stockpile programs are, in
turn, heavy drivers of DOE's waste management program, with a budget of $2.9 billion in FY 1995. Waste
management absorbs hundreds of millions annually that
would be better directed to cleaning up the existing toxic
and radioactive contamination at weapons complex sites.
Still further savings would result if unnecessary nuclear
weapons-associated buildings and facilities around the
country, now being kept "just in case" large new production runs of nuclear weapons are required, were allowed
to enter the queue for dismantlement and dec.ontamination and their substantial upkeep costs brought to an end.
We do not attempt to quantify here the overall savings
possible through these reforms, but together, they clearly
run into the billions of dollars annually.
It is not too dramatic to say that we stand at a crossroads in the future of the nation's weapons laboratories.
Decisions we make in the next two years will greatly
affect the future of Los Alamos, Livermore, and Sandia for
a generation. With them, the R&D agenda of the DOE
will largely be set. What will it be: billions more added to
the $4 trillion we have already spent on nuclear weapons
and their delivery systems? Or research, both prudent
and exciting, into ways that will help us live on the earth
lightly enough for our children to have a future?
Greg Mello is director of the Los Alamos Study Group in
Santa Fe, NM. For more information, call (505) 986-1973.
Marylia Kelley is president of Tri- Valley CAREs (Citizens
Against a Radioactive Environment) in Livermore, CA. For
more information, call (510) 443-7148.
POSITIVE ALTERNATIVES
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Full Text :COPYRIGHT San Francisco Business Times Inc. 1994
A world famous weapons laboratory turns to partnerships with business in its fight to
survive the post Cold War era.
Thomas McEwan looks like a high school shop teacher and talks like a salesman. Sitting in his
cramped office at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, he holds a small black box about
the size of a pack of cigarettes and describes through a broad grin how people will soon be able
to walk into K mart and for $20 buy a personal radar system like the one in his hand to detect
intruders in their home.
An engineer who designed instrumentation to monitor the 1 billion pulses of light emitted in a
single second by the lab's $173 million Nova laser, McEwan has been able to convert that
technology into an inexpensive microchip-sized radar system. It can be used in a wide range of
commercial devices, from washroom hand dryers that tum on and off automatically to
automobile taillight assemblies that warn drivers when they back up too close to an object.
Already two companies have licensed the technology from the lab and scores of others have
expressed interest in doing the same.
"In the next five to 10 years people will have radar in the home as commonly as stereos and
phones," McEwan said.
Scientists like McEwan represent the future of Lawrence Livermore Laboratory - or so some
people hope. He embodies a new entrepreneurial spirit among engineers and scientists at the lab
as it seeks to transform itself from a Cold War nuclear weapons research and development center
to a vital industrial resource.
Lawrence Livermore is trying to tum its brainpower to finding solutions to some ofthe nation's
daunting problems, such as cleaning up toxic waste and developing batteries for electronic
automobiles.
But if McEwan is a symbol of Lawrence Livermore's future, perhaps George Craig embodies its
present.
At 54, the physicist has spent 20 years at the weapons lab only to find himself now in the
uncomfortable position of having to justify his worth.
"I'm what they call a 'displaced' person here at the lab," Craig said.
Certainly there were the events that began to erode Lawrence Livermore's long unquestioned
imperative that assured a free flow of funds that kept the lab fat and happy. The Berlin Wall fell,
the Soviet bear dissolved and the nation began to clamor over the ballooning national debt.
But as the perception of threat from nuclear foes has faded, people have begun to wonder
whether the billion-dollar-a-year investment in Lawrence Livermore is the best use of the

nation's money. Craig has had a front row seat from which to watch the shifting national
priorities.
It began for Craig when the project he was working on as part of the Strategic Defense Initiative,
or "Star Wars" project, was canceled. Star Wars, which promised to float laser stations in space
to shoot down invading missiles, represented the type of grand scale on which the lab's scientists
had been long accustomed to working.

At the time, Craig was able to find new work at the lab on a project related to its laser fusion
program, but a year ago cuts forced the lab to shut that down as well. No longer assigned to a
specific project with its own budget, Craig has become, in the parlance of the lab, a "burden of
overhead."
"Many scientist are nervous because they are experts in a discipline that was essential and useful
to a certain point, but now it is not," Craig said.
The challenge for Craig is no longer to solve complex physics problems that will somehow
increase the security ofthe nation, but something more basic: how to latch on to a project that
will be able to win funding.
He recently completed two months of preliminary work with high-powered lasers to remove
"port-wine stains," a blotchy skin discoloration such as the one on Mikhail Gorbachev's
forehead, caused by a cluster of blood vessels just below the surface of the skin. The
discoloration can be remedied by applying energy from a short laser blast a millimeter below the
skin to bum the network of vessels gathered there.
His preliminary work on that project is done, and he's now waiting to see if the initial test results
generate enough interest to fund further work. In the meantime, he is placing more hope in
another project involving protein crystallography, a way to unlock the function and relationship
between different proteins by studying their structures. He's competing within in the lab with
about 120 other scientist and engineers for one of20, $250,000 grants.
"I think this lab is facing a downsizing in the current year," he said. "For a working scientist like
myself, the focus is to get off the burden account and be ahead of the machine that wants to lay
me off."
About 40 miles east of San Francisco, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory is one of nine
research labs operated by the Department of Energy. Along with Sandia National Laboratories
and Los Alamos National Laboratory, Lawrence Livermore forms the triumvirate oflabs
performing nuclear weapons research.
Established in 1952, Lawrence Livermore has played a long and important role in the nation's
nuclear weapons arsenal, from its founding by Edward Teller and Ernest Lawrence, to the now
tabled Star Wars program. If its 1993 budget of $1.049 billion were compared to the revenue of
public corporations, it would be ranked 359 on the Fortune 500.

But with the end of the Cold War, Lawrence Livennore's future is unclear. As in the private
sector, the lab has been forced to confront the reality of downsizing.
In the fiscal year 1987, Livennore's budget for nuclear weapons research and development
reached a peak of$325.2 million, and 1,740 people were employed by the program. In fiscal
1993, the budget fell to $253.5 million and 950 people were working in the program. In the
current fiscal year, the budget is expected to shrink yet again to $199 million. Though many
people have been shifted around by the lab, earlier this year 743 employees - nearly 10 percent of
the full-time equivalent staff - participated in an early retirement program.
Despite the attention the lab has drawn with each announcement of a new research and
development agreement with an automotive giant or the licensing of a technology to a young
company that envisions using it to create new products with mass markets, the lab is in the midst
of a struggle to define exactly what its post-Cold-War role should be.
Hardliners both within the lab and the government still support the Lawrence Livennore's
traditional mandate. They say, however, that the lab's focus should shift from developing anns to
combat another nuclear superpower to developing means to detect and counter the threat from
nuclear proliferation and terrorists who might build or buy a nuclear device and smuggle it into a
major city.
Others, though, say the nation can no longer afford to support the redundancies built into the
weapons program. They say leave the weapons work to Los Alamos, which is in the desert, and
convert Lawrence Livennore, a suburban lab surrounded by one ofthe richest collections of
entrepreneurial technology companies in the nation, into a civilian laboratory. The lab's mission
would be to put its engineers, scientists and resources to work on some ofthe considerable
industrial problems facing the nation that the private sector is either unable or unwilling to tackle
on its own.
The public at large not a rare glimpse of the conflict engulfing Lawrence Livennore in April
when the private base between then lab director John Nuckolls and officials from the University
of California, which is contracted by the Department of Energy to manage the lab, burst onto the
front pages of local newspapers.
Amid reports that UC President Jack Peltason had asked him to step down, a confidential report
from an independent perfonnance committee at UC said Nuckolls had been to slow in pushing
the lab forward now that the Cold War has ended. The report labeled Nuckolls indecisive and
complained of a lack ofleadership at Lawrence Livennore.
The next day Nuckolls resigned.
"I view that as a recognition that in a different environment a different kind ofleadership is
needed," said Michael Odza, publisher of Technology Access Reports, a Novato-based
newsletter that covers technology transfer from federal and university labs to the private sector.
"I'm concerned while Nuckolls and the University of California recognize that, there's no
recognition yet what kind of leadership is needed."

Bruce Tarter, an assistant director at the lab, has been serving as acting director while the
University of California conducts a search for Nuckolls replacement.
The selection is being watched carefully both within the lab and outside. The question is whether
UC will choose another weapons scientist such as Nuckolls - or Tarter, who is a candidate - or
will reach into the business world for someone who would have credibility with the private
sector and bring practical experience necessary to transform Lawrence Livermore into a place
better suited to operate with the business world.
Not that the lab isn't already trying. Its early efforts, though sometimes awkward, have been met
with enthusiasm among some scientists who have discovered industrial problems can be
challenging. Some, rather than being overwhelmed by the uncertainty of their future, say the
experience has been liberating and energizing.
Since 1983, Don Bender has been an engineer at Lawrence Livermore. Among other things, he
helped design the lab's $173 million Nova laser. The laser's 10 arms produce laser pulses that
together deliver more than 100 trillion watts of power to a fuel pellet in a billionth of a second.
Used in a fusion reactor, a gram of fuel releases the equivalent energy of about 2,400 gallons of
oil.
Today Bender works at Lawrence Livermore on a flywheel battery in cooperation with
Westinghouse Electric Corp. and Trinity Flywheel Batteries Inc., a San Francisco start-up. The
project is somewhat more modest than the Nova. The firms will supply $900,000 for the lab to
do research.
The battery has been likened to a potter's wheel, converting electrical energy into motion. As the
battery charges, its rotor wheel spins faster. As it discharges, it slows. The battery could help
address a $12 billion annual problem for U.S. industry caused by power surges and dips in
electricity, the lab said.
As with others at the lab, new words have crept into Bender's vocabulary. He speaks of
"customers" and "marketing," things he said he never learned to do at the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology where he earned his master's degree in engineering. Rather than interacting solely
with other engineers and scientists, Bender is now getting used to describing a project in
layman's terms to a roomful of potential customers and corporate partners.
But unlike the massive projects normally undertaken at the lab, Bender said he finds great
satisfaction working on smaller projects with commercial goals.
"With a fusion reactor, there's not going to be a commercial reactor in your lifetime. The
motivation is abstract. You are working towards an ideal," Bender said. "Here, the feedback is
immediate. You see the results, not just in your lifetime, but within your attention span."
In the old world of Lawrence Livermore it was not unusual for scientists and engineers to
construct by hand one-of-a-kind devices. A premium was placed on precision, measured in

millionths of an inch or a billionths of a second. The goals of some of the grander projects, such
as the fusion reactor, were seen as being decades away.
As these same scientists and engineers are sent off to work with the private sector, they quickly
learn timetables are short, money is scarce and precision is not as big a priority.
"When money isn't infinite, you have to take a different point of view," said Malcolm Caplan, a
physicist who worked on microwave technology as part ofthe Strategic Defense Initiative. "It
may be worth getting only 90 percent of an answer if it saves three fourths of the money. In
industry, cost matters. If it works and breaks the bank, it doesn't work."
Caplan sits in an office in the lab's Building 111. The entire floor is given over to the innocuous
sounding "A" group, part of the lab's elite that designs thermonuclear weapons. Though Caplan
has worked in the private sector and understands how the corporate world operates, he said it can
be a significant adjustment for some of his colleagues, who have long worked in a cloistered
environment and now find themselves at a conference table with a group of business people.
"You can't just take a bomb engineer out of his environment. He was trained not to interact," said
Caplan. "Now it's really opposite. You have to teach them what's involved in interacting with
industry. You have to teach them to dress up in a suit, pull up their fly and shave."
If such cultural adjustments are coming with difficulty at the lab, they are subtle counterparts to
the mechanical and operational overhaul the lab and the Department of Energy need to make if
they are serious about working with industry in any significant way, say critics.
Though Lawrence Livermore has taken steps to move toward a newly redefined mission, it is
only beginning to develop and implement systems that will allow it to work effectively with
industry.
"We're not quite sure what the new set of rules is," said Richard Landingham, the section leader
of Lawrence Livermore's Materials Science division. "We're taking them on one step at a time
and formulating new policies. The policies are evolving. They are a little too rigid and not totally
understood. "
That's not surprising, considering the dramatic changes the lab is undergoing. Five years ago it
was a rare instance when the lab would even take private money to do a job, Landingham said. It
would have to be an extraordinary circumstance where there were no alternatives to the lab and it
wouldn't take a lot of time or equipment.
Today, by contrast, working with industry has become one of the major goals of the lab. Rather
than waiting to be approached by a company in search of technology, the lab now goes knocking
on corporate doors to ask those inside what they need and what the lab can do to help.
Landingham and others say although there is a sense that the lab should pursue such
partnerships, there is only a vague sense about what that should include.

"There isn't a focus to the lab," he said. "There is a mandate from Washington that filters down. I
don't think anyone here will tell you we have a mandate we can all agree on yet. "
The clearest form of the mandate is in the form of legislation. In 1986, Congress passed the
Federal Technology Transfer Act, which created Cooperative Research and Development
Agreements, or CRADAs, an important mechanism for the transfer of government technology to
the private sector. This was modified in 1989 when Congress passed the National
Competitiveness Technology Transfer Act to authorize Department of Energy labs such as
Lawrence Livermore to participate in CRADAs.
The development of CRADAs represented a major repositioning for the labs in their relation to
industry. Though Lawrence Livermore had a technology transfer office since 1980, it served
more as a caretaker than a marketer of the lab's technology. The lab was required to spend .5
percent of its budget on technology transfer, but the office's effort was focused on producing
publications that simply cataloged for industry what technology was available.
"It was basically a communications office," said Roger Werne, associate director for engineering
and technology transfer at Lawrence Livermore, who described the office previously as
"passive."

"Marketing," he said, "is a new term for us. We now go out to companies."
Werne removed a binder from his shelfthat held hundreds of business cards neatly stored in
sheets of plastic. Like a kid calling off prized pieces in a collection of baseball cards, Werne
flipped the pages reading off names here and there. Instead of Mets, Yankees and Dodgers,
though, the names he touted were Bechtel, Boeing and General Motors.
"In the last few years I've collected 1,000 business cards," he said.
Already Livermore has entered into 124 CRADAs with a value of$420 million, making it a
potent weapon in the technology transfer arsenal.
"Technology transfer is really a misnomer," said Werne. "Now its industrial partnering."
In essence, a CRADA is an agreement between a federal lab and one or more private
corporations to jointly use their staff and resources to work on a specific project. CRADAs
usually involve an equal sharing of expenses between the lab and its partner, something that
serves as an inducement to industry, which is getting half its research-and-development expense
underwritten by the government.
Though federal technology had long been available for the asking, many corporations stayed
away from it for a variety of reasons. Among them was concern that the technology would not be
patentable because it came from government research, or that a competitor, through the freedom
of information act, could gain trade secrets from anyone working with a government lab.

It remains controversial that the government can work with one corporation to the competitive

disadvantage of another or that a single company or consortium of companies can gain exclusive
rights to technology that was developed with taxpayers' money. But advocates ofthe system say
that without such protections valuable technology would languish on shelves.
As CRADAs have drawn businesses to Lawrence Livermore, business people say they are
finding value there. Chuck Anderson, supervising engineer for Caterpillar Inc. in Peoria, Ill., is
working with Lawrence Livermore on a CRADA to use industrial computer tomography in the
production of diesel tractor engines. By using the lab's expertise in X-ray technology, the
company has been able to develop ways to inspect the interior of its engines for possible defects.
Though Anderson does not give his lab counterparts perfect marks, he said they do have a good
business focus and offer Caterpillar something the company would not otherwise be able to do.
"We still don't have their skill level, " he said. "This is the most effective way of doing it."
The original partnerships with industry came slowly. It took the lab as much as 18 months to iron
them out since there was no model from which the lab could work.
The process, by industry standards, was long and cumbersome because of redundancies built into
the Livermore system and the fact that each contract, once agreed upon, had to go to the
Department of Energy for approval. In addition, the lab continues to climb a steep learning
curve.
"There were no ground rules, no direction," said Landingham of Livermore's Material Science
division, who worked on one of the first partnerships for the lab developing superplastic steel.
"We had to make up a contract. "
The agreement, hammered out in 1989, involved several parties including the Department of
Energy, the University of California, Caterpillar Inc., Northstar Steel and Stanford University,
which held basic patents on the technology critical to the agreement.
The problem was that the project was well under way before the contracts had been signed. Two
years into the program, Landingham said Stanford began to raise a stink about royalties it wanted
up front.
"The tech-transfer people didn't realize verbal communique wasn't adequate," said Landingham.
Since then, far more elaborate guidelines have been put in place and the process has been
improved. Today, a CRADA takes Lawrence Livermore two to four months to structure. There is
additional effort being made to streamline the process and minimize the bureaucracy. Ultimately,
the lab hopes to develop a standardized CRADA that can be worked out in a matter of weeks.
But despite the progress the lab has made to improve the agreements and the fanfare with which
they are announced, the reality is that they still represent a small part of what Lawrence
Livermore does.

"The amount of work they are doing with industry is not sufficient enough to change the culture
of the lab," said Greg Mello, a staff member of the Los Alamos Study Group and a consultant to
Tri-Valley Cares, a citizens organization devoted to lab conversion and nuclear disarmament.
Only about 5 percent or $50 million of Lawrence Livermore's billion-dollar annual budget comes
from CRADAs, he said.
Despite shrinking budgets at Lawrence Livermore, Mello notes that the percentage of the lab's
Department of Energy funding allocated for nuclear weapons actually continues to grow.
Currently, nuclear weapons work accounts for 55.3 percent or $411 million of Lawrence
Livermore's DOE funding. Next year, it will drop to $362 million, but climb to 56.7 percent of
the budget, according to Mello.
"The thesis that this laboratory is rapidly shifting to a post-Cold War mission is not really
supported," he said.
Many of the lab's critics point to Lawrence Livermore's former director Nuckolls and the
congressional testimony he gave less than a month before resigning his post. They say it
underlines the lab's resistance to break from the past.
Nuckolls warned legislators of the danger posed by nuclear terrorists and the need to reinvigorate
the weapons labs.
"These incalculably and catastrophic threats put at risk the building blocks of modem
civilization," said Nuckolls, as he called for an additional $300 million funding for the nation's
three weapons labs.
There are those who would like to see Lawrence Livermore entirely shed its weapons work.
Among them is congressman George Brown Jr., D-San Bernardino, head ofthe House Science,
Space and Technology Committee, who has advocated that Lawrence Livermore be converted
into a civilian lab. He argues the lab should build on its strengths in materials science, fusion,
computational science, environmental remediation and biotechnology and emphasize building
consortia with industry and academia under the name of Lawrence Livermore National Critical
Technologies Laboratory.
"The nation no longer needs three nuclear weapons labs, all of which are trying desperately to
retain as much oftheir defense activity as possible, while also diversifying feverishly toward
civilian missions," Brown wrote in February 1992 to then-secretary of energy James Watkins.
While Brown in his letter acknowledged his call for removing Lawrence Livermore from the
nuclear weapons business represented a "taboo in the minds of many DOE officials," he said
while such taboos may have been "defensible during the Cold War, they have now become
obstacles in the way of clear thinking about the proper course for the DOE laboratories."
Others go further and question whether, given Lawrence Livermore historical orientation, it
could be an economical source of problem-solving technology for the private sector.

"I am sympathetic to critics who say, 'How can Livermore, a nuclear weapons lab that worked on
Star Wars, how can they come up with appropriate solutions to environmental problems,'" said
Ann Markusen, director of the Project on Regional Planning and Industrial Economics at Rutgers
University in New Brunswick and coauthor of the book "Dismantling the Cold War Economy."
"We should say, 'What's the most effective way to solve this problem,' and then say who is the
best to do it. Not just give the mission to the labs because their budgets need to be kept up."
Markusen believes instead of foisting a new mission on the lab for which it seems ill-equipped, it
would be better to let the lab "shrink gracefully," as have some of the defense companies, and let
it deal with the not insignificant role of dismantling nuclear weapons.
People in industry who have worked with the lab certainly see value in some ofthe existing
technology Lawrence Livermore has to offer.
Among them is Kevin Felch, project engineer for the gyrotron development project, a $2 million
CRADA between Lawrence Livermore and the Palo Alto-based electronics firm Varian
Associates Inc. Through the CRADA, Varian is making use of computer code written for the
Star Wars project to test the design of tubes used in what is essentially a monstrous version of the
magnetron found in a microwave oven.
"The question always is, is it cost effective?" said Felch. "It's fairly obvious if it's something
they've already done."
What's less obvious is whether Lawrence Livermore can develop new technologies with industry
in an economical way.
William Weida, a retired Air Force colonel who served as a Pentagon economist and now is a
professor of economics at Colorado College in Silver Springs where he works with communities
on conversion issues, said that Lawrence Livermore is "selling its soul" with CRADAs. Weida
said once the "few neat things they have on the shelves" are gone so will the lab's value to
industry be gone as well.
"There's so much promise and so little potential," he said.
Weida advocates some strong medicine for the lab. He'd like to see an independent organization
such as the National Science Foundation take an unbiased inventory of Lawrence Livermore and
have each department propose projects. Those deemed worthy would be funded, others would be
cut with facilities and equipment to be auctioned off.
"We've managed to create institutions that go well beyond the economies in which they operate,"
Weida said.
For years, Lawrence Livermore's non-weapons programs depended on the largess of the weapons
program, which acted as a flywheel to drive the whole lab. Now, Weida views the lab's sudden
mad dash to solve grand industrial challenges as a search for a new flywheel in the face of
shrinking nuclear weapons budgets.

"It's something that's not going to work," he said. "No one is going to pay them to think hard
about big problems. These labs seem to feel because they were good at physics they'd be good at
everything. If it's up to the labs to save themselves, we've lost them."
To truly make a contribution to the private sector, Weida argues, Lawrence Livermore will have
to shed its weapons work and abolish secrecy so that its ideas will be subject to the same type of
scrutiny from scientific peers at universities and private research labs that others must undergo.
But shedding their weapons work is not something Lawrence Livermore seems ready or willing
to do. Perhaps the strongest evidence of this is the lab's pursuit ofthe National Ignition Facility,
an $800 million follow-up to the Nova laser. Though billed as an energy research facility,
advocates of civilian conversion of Lawrence Livermore say it is an example of how the lab is
trying to compensate for budgetary losses by seeking large, new weapons projects.
"These efforts, even if successful, will confine Lawrence Livermore's future to an increasing
sterile extension of its past," wrote Mello ofthe Los Alamos study group in a report prepared for
Tri-Valley CAREs, a local community group that advocates Lawrence Livermore be turned into
a "green lab."
"If [Lawrence Livermore] invested the energy it now puts into promoting its nuclear weapons
agenda into positioning itself to address urgent national needs, its future could be bright and
moral and the laboratory would be buoyed by a renewed sense of purpose," wrote Mello. "But
while [the lab] dithers, competing laboratories - in government, academia and industry - are
positioning themselves to take advantage of new currents in the nation's technology policy
debate."
Lab officials counter by arguing that basic defense technology research has long proven a
valuable source of commercial technology.
"To think there is no synergy with basic technology research is just not true," said the lab's
Werne. "The aircraft industry had its roots in military research. The same is true in the computer
industry, and others grew out of military funding."
Werne envisions a happy middle ground between the lab's historical role to develop nuclear
weapons and its new one to partner with industry for the economic benefit of the nation.
He said the lab has already embraced a "dual benefit" strategy where R&D within the lab is
conducted with an awareness of possible private sector benefits. What that means, from a
practical point of view, is that if the lab is working on software for its massive parallel
computing project - which will allow several computers to work on parts of a complex problem
simultaneously to speed its solution - it will design the software with an architecture that will be
able to run on civilian systems as well as military ones.
Werne said the idea of industry and the federal labs working together is still in the experimental
stages. When it started, he said, critics argued that lab staff could not work with industry and that
the labs have nothing to offer.

"We've proven them wrong," he said. "Industries that leverage themselves by working with the
lab will have an advantage that others will not."
Advocates of converting Lawrence Livermore to a civilian lab don't dispute that military
research has spawned valuable commercial technology, but they emphasize that dollar for dollar,
civilian research produces far more bang for the buck and creates more jobs than does its military
counterpart.
And that will be the bottom-line reality that Lawrence Livermore will have to face in the long
run, when the lab's value will be evaluated by the results its partnerships yield.
"I worry that the Department of Energy labs are measuring their success by the number of
CRADAs they're engaged in," said Odza, of Technology Access Reports. "The ultimate measure
of success will be if companies are more successful in the marketplace because of their
interactions with the lab. It may be years before we know."

Source Citation: "Lawrence Livermore Lab comes in from the cold. (Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory)." San Francisco Business Times 9.n2 (Sept 9, 1994): 1(6). General
Reference Center Gold. Thomson Gale. New Mexico State Library. 14 Nov. 2006
<http://find.galegroup. comlitx/infomark.do? &contentSet= IACDocuments&type=retrieve&tabID=T003&prodld=GRGM&docld=A17014342&source=gale&sr
cprod=GRGM&userGroupName=nmy _newmex&version= 1.0>.
Thomson Gale Document Number: A17014342
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Paper: The Dallas Morning News
Title: Los Alamos lab says nuclear arms mission changed
Date: October 1, 1994
SANTA FE, N.M. - Los Alamos National Laboratory's mission to create weapons of mass destruction "has
largely gone away," and the lab isn't designing any new nuclear weapons, says a senior manager.
Steve Younger, deputy director of nuclear weapons technology, said at a hearing Thursday that the weapons
program is focusing on helping dismantle weapons and working to halt their spread to countries that don't have
them.
Although speakers at the hearing - generally lab critics - welcomed Mr. Younger's remarks, not all said they
believed him.
Greg Mello, a leader of a Santa Fe-based Los Alamos study group, questioned Mr. Younger about studies for
the Defense Department on exotic new warhead designs for future wars.
Mr. Younger acknowledged the studies but said they were preliminary, and he detailed the bolt-by-bolt work
needed to design a working nuclear weapon.
The exchange came during one of a series of public meetings in northern New Mexico on the Energy
Department's plans to prepare a new environmental impact statement for Los Alamos.
The study, to be prepared over the next three years, will cover the full range of lab operations from nuclear
weapons research to radioactive waste disposal.
Meanwhile, another lab official said as much as 880 pounds of plutonium is shipped to and from the lab each
year on secret, heavily guarded trucks.

T.J. Trapp, program manager for nuclear materials, said this week that 440 to 880 pounds of plutonium is
shipped via unspecified state and federal roads from the Energy Department's Pantex plant in Amarillo.
David Rosson of the Energy Department's Albuquerque office said Thursday that most of the plutonium is in the
form of "pits" - the radioactive metal sphere at the heart of most nuclear bombs.
Mr. Rosson said the pits are extracted from warheads at Pantex and shipped to Los Alamos, where they are
tested to determine reliability. Most of the pits are then returned to Pantex, where they are reinserted into
warheads in the nation's nuclear stockpile, he said.
Mr. Rosson said a few pits undergo "destructive testing" that makes it impossible to use them again. Plutonium
from those pits remains at Los Alamos, he said.
The Energy Department disclosed earlier this year that Los Alamos has 2.6 metric tons of plutonium on site.
Santa Fe resident Elliott Skinner expressed outrage at the secret truck shipments.
"We've been kept in the dark about this," Mr. Skinner said. "These are not small amounts."
Copyright 1994 The Dallas Morning News Company
Author: Associated Press
Section: NEWS
Page:40A
Copyright 1994 The Dallas Morning News Company
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Paper: Santa Fe New Mexican, The (NM)
Title: ACTIVISTS SEEK HALT TO LANL FACILITY
Date: October 4, 1994
Two local environmental groups and a national environmental organization have asked Department of Energy
Secretary Hazel O'Leary to halt construction of a $117 million weapons test facility at Los Alamos National
Laboratory.
The Dual-Axis Radiographic Hydrotest Facility, known as DAHRT, has been called "the highest priority" for the
weapons program at LAN L by John Immele, program director for nuclear weapons technology at the lab.
Concerned Citizens for Nuclear Safety, the Los Alamos Study Group and the National Resources Defense
Council say that DAHRT is being constructed without the environmental reviews and public input required by the
National Environmental Policy Act.
"This facility is being built as we speak and the community knows very little about it or its consequences," said
NRDC attorney Drew Caputo.
In an 11-page letter to O'Leary, the groups said that the DOE in 1993 upheld the project's exemption from the
NEPA review process even though the agency abolished the exemption procedure in 1990.
"This action is illegal, is bad public policy and violates the commitment of successive secretaries of energy to
bring the department into a new era of NEPA compliance," the letter said.
The groups want the Energy Department to prepare a detailed environmental study, called an environmental
impact statement, of DAHRT.
Neither O'Leary nor her office in Washington, D.C., could be reached for comment Monday.
The groups' concern about the environment, expressed in a one-page statement by the NRDC, is that "by
exploding nuclear and other materials, DAHRT would release radioactive and toxic materials into the air around
Los Alamos."
In a telephone interview, Immele said DAHRT does not release anything into the environment because it is simply
an imaging machine.
He said the project -- scheduled for completion by 1997 -- has proceeded in accord with the National
Environmental Policy Act.
"The bottom line is that NEPA requirements have been met at every step of the project," Immele said. "We're
confident we could win this in court. The NEPA documentation is in good shape."
Immele said the Energy Department has found DAHRT would have no impact on the environment. He also said
that the state had issued a construction permit for the project.
Delaying the project for an environmental impact study would add to the cost of the project. A two-year delay, he
said, could add as much as $15 million.
DAHRT is essentially a huge X-ray machine that would enable laboratory weapons scientists to peer into nuclear
weapons components as they are subjected to the impact of a non-nuclear explosion -- the first step in the
two-step process that creates a nuclear detonation.
DAHRT is part of an array of testing devices that are part of the lab's Above Ground Experiments program,
known as AGEX. The program is intended to substitute for the underground nuclear weapons tests once
conducted at the DOE's Nevada Test Site. The tests are now banned.
Immele said DAHRT is critical to the performance, aging and accident-proof tests that the lab needs to perform
on existing nuclear weapons components under its "stockpile stewardship" program.
"In the absence of nuclear testing, it is our way of assuring the taxpayers of the safety and reliability of the
remaining U.S. weapons in a much reduced nuclear inventory," Immele said.
The environmental groups say one reason they are concerned about DAHRT is that the lab could use it to design
new nuclear weapons.
Immele said DAHRT was not going to be used to design nuclear weapons because "the president of the United
States has said we're not going to develop and test new nuclear weapons."
Copyright (c) 1994 The Santa Fe New Mexican
Author: Keith Easthouse
Section: SANTA FE / REGION
Page: 81
Copyright (c) 1994 The Santa Fe New Mexican
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. Bailey Downplays Power Marketers' Role ..·. (~rompage one)
marketers are chafing. Nevertheless, she said, "I do not
who oversee utilities and look o~t for .their ratepayers.
.
...
"And as things evolve on the el~tr1C side; I think there
see much of a roleIor them' in the future.""
will be less of a role for marketers," Bailey said.
In an interview Monday, Bailey was quick to note
The current situation in the electric power marketing
that she is not casting doubt on the worth of the marketers to the electric power industry and stressed that as a
industry may bear her ou1: Experts who follow it closely
say that despite the more than 60 power marketing
regulator, her job is to make sure there is a level playing
field for all entrants into the electric power business.
applications at FERC, only a handful of the largest
But, she added, as the industry evolves, there prob- .
power marketers are doing probably 90 percent of the
ably will come a day when the role of the power marbuying and selling of power.·
keter may diminish-although when that will .be, she is .
But., those observers add, many new entrants into .the
.marketing business are investment firms that ant1cipate a -.
not sure.
. ,- ~. ... ...
"r look at them ... as trying to take advantage of a
situation similar to what has evolved in 'the natural gas
business opportunity." she said. "I guess now, while the
industry, where much of the activity involves hedging,
market is developing, there may be enough margin there
specialized swaps and other sophisticated financial
to make money through brokering deals, middlemen;"instruments.
kinds of roks.
,: .. c... . . ." . . . . . . . . ,
Bailey acknowledged as much when she noted that
"But there is a definite difference betweeti the.
.
many marketers appear to be jo~ning the California
vertically integrated utilities and. the gas.i.ndus,tty,..whicb ".deb~t(l, M,Ule)sid.e..QfJM~..o(wJ\q~.Qpn:bi.1a~ral ..~a.t:':.~,... . ". '"
was disintegrated" and accommodated for a time a:·. , .. ' kets->;Ifhich·would,enablC ti;lem.to.,ta,ke advantageo! "...
flourishing gas marketing business, she said. .
. ... -...... "impe'rl'eetlonslil the markef'and .find their own ·niChes-;::-·'
The largely integrated electric power industry' s
~e concept of a power pool, s~e said. does not allow
operations involve not only federal, but state, regulators
fur as much activity.·
.., . " .
.
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Environmentalists Pl~ Court Fight.....

(Continued from page one)

including engineering and manufac- . the facility DARHT is replacing. lar to .those posed by DARHT 'was a
turing activities proposed as part of PHERMEX. or the' Pulsed High-En- . '1979 sitewide environmental study of
DOE stockpile responsibilities," said ergy Radiographic Machine Emitting' the entire Los Alamos site. The en'(i~
the Natural Resources -Defense Coun";';·: XRays: Los Alamos'officials-said thc·,,·rtlnmentalisfS"SaiO· that 'dtiCu:ttrent'wru;-''''' ~.~ '-.
eU, Los Alamos Study Group and Con· only change at DA..tUn' involves more· clearly "Outdated.. : .
. ,". .
cerned Ci tizens for Nuclear Safety. "In sophisticated analytical equipment.·
Los Alamos officials strongly readdition to being legally required ... the. . DOE officials revisited the EIS jec.ted charges that DARHT had not
PElS will remove the indefensible veil issue for DARHT in November been subject to adequate environmen·
of secrecy that has covered this pro- .199 3-fi ve months prior to tal analyses. citing DOE reviews in
gram and contributed to the NEPA ille- groundbreaking for the facility-and 1987 and 1989·and clean air approvals
gality [at DARHTJ."
.
again concl~ged no· further environ- '. granted by the Environmental ProtecIn regard to DARHT, the groups mental studies were needed.
.tion Agency in 1988.
.
told O'Leary Los Alamos has not conHowever, the environmentalists· . They also said timely completion of
ducted any substantial analysis of toxic said the 1993 go.ahead ignored fun •..DARHT 1n.1996 is vital to. national
arid radioactive emissions to be emit- damental changes in DOE's environ- security, especially in view .of the
ted from. the faCility. which is to be mental· . regulations..... since .... United States' halt in undergrounq testused to assess the reliability of U.S. Albuquerque's initial 1987 finding. ing.
... . .....
nuclear weapons through experime~ts .. In particular, they said former DOE.:. ,'. ··By asking Secretary O~LearY to
invo~vjng high explosivesan~ ~<?pleted Secr~tary James W.atkins in 1~90re:Ji .. stop: c~nstruction of ]?~R}ff.'. ,!ile.se
.uramum.
.
. .,' .... :' .'
voked the categoncal exclUSIOn ap-.· .'groups In effect are asking lier t6 Jeop- _
.. Rather, . they. said Los Alam,?s is proach used by Albuquerque in sa~-" '. ard,ize the governme~t'.~a~~lity,,~9 as';'·.: ...
Improperly relymg on a 1987 declsion .. ·mg· that· no further. envlfonmentil:"'sure the taxpayers"of the:'long-tenn'-~~'~
by DOE's Albuquerque office that studies were needed because DARHT safety and reliability of the remaining .•...
found no environmental studies arc,'.' . would emit much the same emissi.ons '. U.S.' weapons in a' much-reduced'
.
needed. The so-c.a.lledNEPA "categori-: as PHERMEX, which had been stud· .' nuclear inventory," said John Immele,
cal exclusion" issued by Albuquerque led previously."
. . . ~"
director of the nucle?! weapons ·pro·.,···
found that the environmental impacts.,·~~In relying on a by-then-nonexist~ : gram at Los Alamos.
.' - '.' ;\'.. :.,";'" .
ofDARHT are ··substantially the same . ent categorical exclusion in its No-·· . DARHT will allow nuclearwe3Jr '
.,.
as actions previously evaluated in ex,,;,,~·:. yember .1993 decision On the ad- .:., ons researchers to study· explosions . :,'.
istingNEPAdocumentationanddeter:-: " equacy of.DARHTs.NEPA compli-., throughhigh-techX-raymacbines...Los ........ ".'.
mined to be insignificant. Therefore." ance, the .. department violated Alamosofficialssayminimaltoxicand· -,.,.;::.·:::'~i
further NEPA documen !ation is not. NEPA ....." the environmentalists said. .'.radioactive emissions are released whc:n:.,:T:<'"
required." . . '
.' .. ' ., .'
F';U'ilieri:n,~re! they' s~id the c~t-; :,~igh e.xplosives are us,ed. inC?njunc-:.·(:·~.:;:':~,._.:
That declSIon appears to. be based egoncal exclusIon was unproper 10.', ,tIon WIth depleted ura.w.um to slmul~te .. """:': .,,"
on findings that. e~issl0ns from . 1h~~ the only previous d.ocume~.t ~~7 .c,..l>:?tcl,l er:p!.o~ions",;, :.i..~~·~ ..... ~;,.,.'~;1);;!.!!o~flq~'~::.~~<~.f::;~"J,;;~:
DARHT would be surular to those .from.·· lyzmg envlI'onmental Impacts suru- "~:i.; .' ,: .. : .. : n">.;;i~r:I~"' .•,·'<r;.tr 1~:~~·~:':'.rt:;:;·'><:~~~.!;:
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Paper: Santa Fe New Mexican, The (NM)
Title: INDIAN RUIN ON LAB LAND COULD NEED SHIELD FROM TOXIC BLASTS
Date: November 8,1994
Special barriers to protect an important Indian ruin might be needed at a $117 million nuclear weapons test
complex under construction at Los Alamos National Laboratory, a LANL official said Monday.
Mike Burns, project leader for the Dual-Axis Radiographic Hydrotest Facility, or DARHT, said that shrapnel
contaminated with toxic materials such as uranium, lead and beryllium could reach the ruin site from non-nuclear,
outdoor detonations at DARHT.
The ruin, called Nakemuu, is located across a canyon on a mesa 1,100 feet from the site where the explosions
will take place, Burns said.
Nakemuu includes standing unburied walls, among other features. According to a laboratory document, it is the
"best preserved prehistoric Indian ruin on laboratory land."
Burns said that another, much smaller ruin about 100 yards from the firing site would be protected through burial
and by constructing an earthern berm over the site.
Officials at San Iidefonso Pueblo, which borders the laboratory, could not be reached for comment.
Last month, activist groups in Santa Fe and Washington, D.C., asked Energy Secretary Hazel O'Leary to halt
construction of DARHT. The groups, which include Concerned Citizens for Nuclear Safety, the Los Alamos
Study Group and the Natural Resources Defense Council, say the facility is proceeding without the
environmental reviews and public input required by federal law.
Lab officials say that such reviews were not required when construction began on DARHT in 1988. They also say
that an environmental study would add to the cost of the project -- as much as $15 million over a period of two
years.
DARHT is essentially a huge X-ray machine that would enable laboratory weapons scientists to peer into nuclear
weapons components as they are subjected to the impact of a non-nuclear explosion -- the first step in the
two-step process that creates a nuclear detonation.
DARHT is one of an array of testing devices that make up the lab's Above Ground Experiments program, known
as AGEX. The program is intended to substitute for the underground nuclear weapons tests once conducted at
the DOE's Nevada Test Site. The tests are now banned.
Burns said 30 percent of the experiments at DARHT would involve explosions powerful enough to hurl shrapnel
far enough to reach Nakemuu. He said the lab expects to conduct approximately 45 DARHT experiments yearly.
Burns said that most if not all of the shrapnel from the DARHT detonations never would reach Nakemuu because
the metal fragments would be intercepted by one of two buildings that make up the DARHT facility.
The building, which is 40 feet high with five-foot thick concrete walls, was purposely oriented so that it would
stand between the ruins and the DAHRT firing site, Burns said.
He said laboratory archaeologists will monitor Nakemuu during the initial phases of DARHT's operation to see if
any shrapnel is shooting up over the building and falling onto the ruins. If any are, the lab will build additional
protective structures, Burns said.
These could include stands placed over the firing site containing glass plating or sandbags that would either block
the fragments entirely or slow their trajectory enough to prevent them from reaching the ruins, Burns said.
Activists and Department of Energy officials are in the midst of negotiations over the future of DARHT. One option
is to halt the construction of DARHT -- scheduled for completion in November 1997 -- until an environmental
study can be done.
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Paper: Santa Fe New Mexican, The (NM)
Title: LANL FACILITY MUST BE BUILT, SENATOR SAYS
Date: November 10,1994
It is "imperative" that the Department of Energy not give in to the demands of activists to halt construction of a
$117 million nuclear weapons test facility at Los Alamos National Laboratory, Sen. Pete Domenici, R.-N.M., said
Wednesday.
In a two-page statement, Domenici said that the Dual-Axis Radiographic Hydrotest Facility, or DARHT, has been
in compliance "at every stage of its development" with a federal law requiring environmental review of the project.
Domenici, repeating claims by laboratory officials, said that halting or delaying the project would add unnecessary
costs to the project and have a negative impact to the Northern New Mexico economy.
"Construction laborers (would be put) out of work," Domenici said.
DOE officials could not be reached for comment.
Domenici's statement was blasted by activists in Santa Fe and Washington, D.C., who want Energy Secretary
Hazel O'Leary to halt construction at DARHT pending a full-scale review of its potential environmental impacts.
"What Senator Domenici is contemplating is to ignore the need for environmental analysis and the public's right
to be involved in decision-making about DARHT," said Drew Caputo of the Natural Resources Defense Council.
"The senator is wrong that any meaningful environmental review (of the DARHT project) has happened," Caputo
added.
Caputo said that neither an "environmental assessment" nor a more stringent review called an "environmental
impact statement" has been done on DARHT, despite the fact that toxic materials such as beryllium, lead and
uranium will be released into the atmosphere from non-nuclear explosions at the site.
Lab officials have said that such reviews were not required when construction began on DARHT in 1988. Caputo
said the level of environmental and public health review that was conducted then was inadequate even by the
standards of the time.
As for the economic consequences of stopping DARHT, Greg Mello, of the Los Alamos Study Group, a Santa
Fe watchdog organization, said that canceling the project would be the cheapest alternative for taxpayers.
DARHT is essentially a huge X-ray machine that would enable laboratory weapons scientists to peer into nuclear
weapons components as they are subjected to the impact of a non-nuclear explosion -- the first step in the
two-step process that creates a nuclear detonation.
DARTH is one of an array of testing devices that make up the lab's Above Ground Experiments program. The
program is intended to substitute for the underground nuclear weapons tests once conducted at the DOE's
Nevada Test Site. The tests are now banned.
Domenici said that DARHT "will provide the most modern means of testing the safety and reliability of nuclear
weapons without the detrimental effects of underground testing."
Mello questioned the need for performance tests. He said Defense Department officials have repeatedly stated
that the country's nuclear arsenal has already been proven reliable for the immediate future.
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Paper: Santa Fe New Mexican, The (NM)
Title: MAIN
Date: November 15,1994
Giving in to activists' demands, the Department of Energy has agreed to conduct a full-scale review of the
potential environmental impacts of a nuclear weapons test facility being built at Los Alamos National Laboratory.
But the department, contrary to the wishes of the activists, apparently has decided that construction of the $117
million facility will continue while the study is being done.
That raises the likelihood that two activist groups in Santa Fe, the Los Alamos Study Group and Concerned
Citizens for Nuclear Safety, will make good their threat to file a lawsuit and seek a court order to halt
construction of the Dual-Axis Radiographic Hydrotest Facility, better known as DARHT.
"A lawsuit is pending," said Mary Riseley of the study group.
Riseley said that continuing with construction of DARHT during the environmental review violates a federal law
that says an evaluation of a project's environmental impacts should take place before it is decided whether to
proceed with the project.
Once begun, momentum would make it difficult to cancel the project, Riseley said.
Anna Bachicha, a spokeswoman with DOE's Albuquerque office, said the construction issue still is being
debated.
"Discussions are ongoing," Bachicha said.
DOE officials in Washington could not be reached for comment.
The DOE also announced Monday that it has ini tiated a review of classified information about DARHT and
hopes to declassify this material by May of next year.
The dispute over DARHT has in recent weeks risen to the forefront of delicate international negotiations for a
comprehensive test ban that would prohibit testing of nuclear devices worldwide. The United States is observing
a self-imposed moratorium and hasn't conducted an underground nuclear test since 1992.
DARHT is considered critical by those in Washington who want to ensure that the facility and other nuclear blast
simulation machines take the place of underground nuclear tests.
Critics of the simulation machines say they could undermine the test ban by allowing nuclear weapons design
work -- once dependent on nuclear testing -- to continue at Los Alamos and the nation's other nuclear weapons
laboratory, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory in California.
The dispute has attracted the attention of top laboratory officials as well as Sen. Pete Domenici, R-N.M.
Last month, DARHT was called "the highest priority" for the weapons program at Los Alamos by John Immele,
program director for nuclear weapons technology at the lab.
Last week, Domenici said it was "imperative" that construction on DARHT continue, in part because halting the
project would have a detrimental impact on the economy of Northern New Mexico.
DARHT itself is a huge X-ray machine that would enable laboratory weapons scientists to peer into nuclear
weapons components as they are subjected to the impact of a non-nuclear explosion -- the first step in the
two-step process that creates a nuclear detonation.
Negotiations between the DOE and the activist groups, including the Natural Resources Defense Council, broke
down last week over the construction issue.
It is not clear whether NRDC, a prestigious national environmental organization, will join a lawsuit if one is filed.
Drew Caputo, a member of the organization, declined to comment.
According to a statement from DOE headquarters in Washington, D.C., the environmental study, called an
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"environmental impact statement," would be completed by October of next year.
The statement also said that the study would look at "reasonable alternatives," but did not elaborate. Typically
in environmental impact statements, one alternative that is examined is to not go forward with a project at all.
The DARHT facility is scheduled to go into operation by late 1997. It would release toxic materials such as
beryllium, lead and uranium into the atmosphere from non-nuclear explosions at the site.
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Paper: Santa Fe New Mexican, The (NM)
Title: SANTA FE I REGION
Date: November 17,1994
Two Santa Fe activist groups sued the U.S. Department of Energy on Wednesday, seeking to halt construction
of a nuclear weapons test facility at Los Alamos National Laboratory.
The lawsuit was filed in U.S. District Court in Albuquerque by the Los Alamos Study Group and Concerned
Citizens for Nuclear Safety. The complaint contends that the $117 million Dual Axis Radiographic Hydrotest
Facility, or DARHT, is being built in violation of the National Environmental Policy Act.
Earlier this week, the Department of Energy announced that it would produce an environmental impact
statement on the project. But the agency said it would allow construction to proceed in the meantime.
Local attorney Grove Burnett, who is representing the groups, said that "the ongoing construction of DARHT
violates the most fundamental principles of (the National Environmental Policy Act)." He also said the decision
by DOE to do an impact statement "is an admission that the project is iIIega\."
The law requires that the environmental impacts of federal projects be reviewed before officials decide whether
to go ahead with projects.
Work on the DARHT facility, which would release beryllium, uranium and lead into the atmosphere through
non-nuclear detonations, has been going on for several years. It is scheduled to begin operations by November
1997.
Laboratory officials have said that the level of environmental review required by NEPA was not required when
construction began on DARHT in 1988. They have also maintained that the environmental reviews that the
facility was subjected to then were in line with the standards of the time -- a point disputed by activists.
Burnett said the groups' request for a preliminary injunction on construction at DARHT would be heard by U.S.
District Judge Edwin Mechem in coming weeks. Burnett said that if the lab proceeds with procuring equipment
for the DARHT facility, he would seek a temporary restraining order, which would bring the matter before
Mechem much sooner.
Mechem has required environmental impact statements for other projects in Northern New Mexico in recent
years, including a controversial plan to expand the Taos airport.
DARHT is a huge X-ray machine that lab scientists say is necessary to evaluate the condition of the nation's
nuclear stockpile in the absence of underground nuclear tests. Activists say the machine could also be used to
design new nuclear weapons.
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Paper: Santa Fe New Mexican, The (NM)
Title: SANTA FE I REGION
Date: November 25,1994
LOS ALAMOS -- The Los Alamos County Council is angry at what it views as Los Alamos getting short shrift
from the Department of Energy during public hearings about Los Alamos National Laboratory.
Councilors say the Energy Department is lending too much credence to peace groups.
They also are angry about recent accusations of racism leveled at Los Alamos during a DOE hearing in
Espanola, and the fact that DOE paid for an anti-nuclear group to go to Washington to discuss the proposed
$117 million Dual Axis Radiographic Hydrotest Facility, or DAHRT.
The Los Alamos Study Group has filed suit seeking to halt construction of DAHRT, a huge X-ray machine to
evaluate the condition of the nation's nuclear stockpile. The group claims the project violates the National
Environmental Policy Act.
The council's anger may have influenced a decision Monday not to allow an international children's group to
erect a peace statue and garden on county property. Council members repeatedly referred to peace activists,
people meddling in the affairs of Los Alamos and Los Alamos being publicly humiliated when they considered
the request.
During the meeting councilors also criticized recent DOE hearings on a pending sitewide environmental impact
statement at LAN L.
"If the Department of Energy is to encourage openness, the representatives of the community must have the
very same representation as special interest groups," County Councilor Ginger Welch said.
"This process is designed to inflame the community .... It creates way more heat than light," Councilor Morris
Pongratz said.
The council has voted to draft a letter to DOE criticizing the hearings and demanding an equal voice for Los
Alamos. Welch said more than 200 Los Alamos residents voiced support for LANL's mission at a DOE hearing.
DOE should act on that, she said.
In an earlier interview, Welch said, "You have to at some point make a decision that what we are doing is right
and then move forward. Is this some kind of an attempt to discontinue nuclear research? I believe that is what it
is -- that any kind of nuclear research be discontinued at LANL."
During Monday's council meeting, Councilor Jim Greenwood said the council must get DOE's attention.
"If a letter does not work, the council must go further. If it takes us getting on a plane and sitting in Hazel
O'Leary's office for a couple of days, then let's do it," he said.
Welch said dissatisfaction is directed at DOE Washington, not local offices, at Energy Secretary O'Leary and at
the Clinton administration. She said that while DOE flew the Los Alamos Study Group to Washington, DOE
would not return phone calls or meet with council members in Washington to discuss DAHRT.
Councilors also say they are angry that DOE allowed Los Alamos resident Charles "Chuck" Montano to
humiliate Los Alamos with charges of racism at a recent Espanola hearing, rather than direct him to Los Alamos
officials. They also are angry that a DOE official then called Los Alamos assistant school superintendent Cheryl
Pongratz and ordered her to paint out what Montano feels is a racist gesture on a mural in the high school gym
or face loss of $7 million in DOE funding.
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By KEITH EASTHOUSE
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Construction of a nuclear
weapons test facility at Los Alamos National Laboratory hasn't
proceeded in accordance with a
federal law requiring analysis of
projects that could seriously im··
pact the environment, a top Department of Energy 'official has
acknowledged.

t::2P terl(.uD.gJll~ proj~~t .. \1as vio:
late.dthe.federaLaGt
DARHT is a huge X-ray machine that would enable laboratory weapons scientists to peer
into nuclear weapons components as they are subjected to the
impact of a non· nuclear explosion _. the first step in the twostep process th~t creates a nuclear detonation ..
Toxic materials such as beryl~
lium, lead and uranium will be

1 ti
Undersecretary Charles B.
Curtis, according to legal documents, said the DOE's position
that the $124 million project is
exempt from reviews required
by the National Environmental
Policy Act is "indefensible."
At a meeting with activists in
October when he apparently
made the remark, Curtis also
. said he was "appalled" at the
project's ·lack of environmental
review, the documents reveal.

released into the atmosphere
from non-nuclear explosions. at
the facility.
But lab spokesman John
Gustafson said DARHT would
have less of an impact on the environment than a predecessor
machine at the laboratory because it would involve fewer outdoor explosions.
Lab officials have maintained
that the environmental reviews
were not required when con-

1
Curtis' remarks would seem to
undercut the position staked out
by DOE and laboratory officials
that the Dual-Axis Radiographic
Hydrotest Facility (DARHT) pro- .
ject, first proposed 12 years ago,
has been in compliance with the
environmental law throughout its
history_
Two Santa Fe organizations,

bhoen~~?n~~a~rcffh~k~~1o~!~N~&1:~

Sal' ety, ml?st'll'lW§llitl~§j: JTIQnttL

struction began in 1988.
The activist groups base their
lawsuit, in part, on a 1993 decision by DOE to maintain the project's exemption from the review
process even though the agency
abolished the exemption procedure in 1990.
The grp1JPS::i~ek a GOll.rt .order

.11alti:gg·.C:QrlsJructionoJUARHT.,
scheduled to go into operation in
Please see DARI-IT, Page A-3
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Continued from Page A-l

November 1997.
Last mon~h, the DOE acquiesced to activists' demands to
prepare an environmental im. pact statement that would ana-lyze possible environmental impacts and weigh alternatives including canceling the project.
Despite the fact that such a
study is typically done before a
project begins, the agency has
refused to stop building DARIn
while the impact statement is
prepared. The document is ex,
pected to be completed next fall.
The activists contend that continuing construction makes it unlikely the impact statement will
be objective.
"It is unrealistic to assume that
DOE will take a hard look at
DARHT as walls are being raised
on the facility," said the groups'
attorney, Grove Burnett.
A hearing on whether construction should continue is
scheduled today before U.S. District Judge Edwin Mechem in Albuquerque, but it's unclear when
he will rule.
Curtis' remarks appear in a
32-page legal brief written by
Burnett. The same remarks also.
appear in a four-page affidavit
given Wednesday by Jay Coghlan, a CCNS member.
According to members of the
Los Alamos Study Group, recent
negotiations with DOE lawyers
resulted in a decision to remove
Curtis' remarks from the brief
and the affidavit. AdditionallY,
an agreement was also reached
that Curtis' remarks would not
be discussed in court and would
not be part of the court record.

;!!

I
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. Consequently, Curtis' remarks !
do not appear in final versions of l
the brief and the affidavit. The
New Mexican obtained earlier
versions of both documents.
In a telephone interview earlier this year, John ImmeJe, program director for nuclear weapons technology at the lab, said
the project is critical to conducting performance, aging and accident-proof tests on nuclear weapons components in the' lab's
emerging "stockpile steward-.
ship" program.
.
Such tests have become more
important since underground nuclear testing was banned in 1992.
Documents in the case also
show:
II J. Carson Mark, a veteran of
the Manhattan Project and head
of Los Alamos' Theoretical Division from 1947-1973, said in an
affidavit that halting construction at DARHT for the 11 months
that an environmental impact
statement is expected to take
would not impair the safety and
reliability of the country's nuclear weapons stockpile.
DOE and laboratory officials
have maintained that halting construction at DARHT would deprive the country of information
vital to evaluating the condition
of the stockpile.
II From 1983, when the project
was first proposed, until 1993,
DARHT was promoted in DOE
budget documents as a facility to
design and develop nuclear
weapons. Beginning in 1993, it
was pitched as being essential to
stockpile stewardship.
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ALBUQUERQUE -- Stopping construction of a nuclear weapons test facility at Los Alamos National Laboratory
could endanger national security by impairing the lab's ability to monitor the condition of the country's nuclear
arsenal, a top Department of Energy official said Friday.
Speaking at a federal court hearing in Albuquerque, Victor Reis, assistant secretary for defense programs, said
the existing nuclear stockpile is safe and reliable and will be for the next few years.
However, he said that if Los Alamos' Dual-Axis Radiographic Hydrotest facility is delayed, it would decrease the
window of opportunity government scientists have to understand in detail the condition of the nuclear weapons
before they begin to show signs of age that could affect their performance.
That understanding is critical, Reis said, because it would enable scientists to better detect changes in the
weapons when they do begin to show signs of aging in the future.
"We need a reference point because what we will be looking for in the future are subtle differences (in the
weapons)," Reis said. "We need to be able to compare what we have now with what happens in the future as we
push the weapons beyond their design life."
Reis' testimony came during a hearing before U.S. District Judge Edwin Mechem on a request by two Santa Fe
activist groups to halt construction of the DARHT facility while the DOE prepared an "environmental impact
statement" that would analyze the potential environmental impacts of the project.
The Los Alamos Study Group and Concerned Citizens for Nuclear Safety believe that if construction of DARHT
is allowed to continue it is unlikely that the impact statement will be objective.
"It is unrealistic to assume that DOE will take a hard look at DARHT as walls are being raised on the facilities,"
said the groups' attorney, Grove Burnett.
Key to the activists' case is the contention that an 11-month delay in DARHT -- the estimated time to do the
impact statement -- is minimal and would not negatively impact national security.
Mechem is expected to issue a ruling on the request for a construction halt in the coming weeks.
DARHT, scheduled to go into operation in 1997, is a giant X-ray machine that would enable laboratory weapons
scientists to peer into nuclear weapons components as they are subjected to the impact of a non-nuclear
expiosion -- (he iirst sielJ in tile two-step process [hat ~It;ales d nuciear deionaiioll.
The following points and statements were also made at Friday's hearing:
--DARHT has been delayed twice already -- once for four years, the other time for seven months -- without any
apparent harm to national security.
Reis said those delays were not that significant because they occurred when underground nuclear tests -- the
best wav to learn about weapons performance -- were still allowed.
A delay now, when nuclear testing is banned, would be much more serious, Reis said, because the country has
no choice but to simulate and monitor them with machines like DARHT.
--I"<els salo ne oraereo las! mornn lflat an ImpaCt statement oe preparea on
about the environmental impacts of the facility.

Uf\KM I

to allay PUOIIC concerns'

He said he did not base his decision on a concern that the environmental impacts of the facility had never been
properly stUdied.
Another top DOE official, Undersecretary Charles B. Curtis, said in October that DOE's lack of environmental
review of the facility was "indefensible."
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Title: Image: DowneySen. Pete Domenici, left, and Gov.-elect Gary Johnson appear at the Capitol Tuesday
to announce plans to study the state's water situation. Later, both visited LANL, where Domenici
discussed the lab's future. DOMENICI: LANL TO KEEP WEAPONS FOCUS -- WITH A TWIST
Date: December 14,1994
The main focus of Los Alamos National Laboratory will continue to be what it has been in the past -- nuclear
weapons, Sen. Pete Domenici, R-N.M., said Tuesday.
Speaking at the laboratory before an audience that included several hundred LANL employees, lab director Sig
Hecker and Gov.-elect Gary Johnson, Domenici said, however, that the lab's nuclear weapons work will have a
new focus. Instead of designing new nuclear bombs -- the role the lab has played for most of its history -- the
lab's weapons scientists will spend most of their time monitoring the condition of the country's nuclear stockpile,
Domenici said.
Domenici said he supported the Department of Energy's plan to make Los Alamos a center for its "stockpile
stewardship" program, which calls for conducting aging and performance tests on the country's nuclear arsenal.
"If the plan becomes policy, there will be large amounts of money (available to the laboratory from Congress)
each year" for the program, Domenici said.
He said that the laboratory's much ballyhooed "technology transfer" effort -- a program to work cooperatively with
private industry in developing commercial technologies -- will remain secondary to the lab's weapons mission.
He dismissed the idea floated by some that since the Cold War is over, Los Alamos should get out of the nuclear
weapons business and become a pure scientific research facility.
"There's no way Congress will be interested in that," the senator said.
Domenici also dismissed the idea currently under discussion at the highest levels in Washington of abolishing the
Department of Energy and transferring its nuclear weapons responsibilities to the Defense Department -- a shift
that could mean that Los Alamos would be run by the Pentagon.
That possibility is reportedly being discussed by President Clinton as a way to trim the government and pave the
way for a middle-class tax cut. House Speaker-to-be Newt Gingrich also has targeted the DOE for possible
budget cuts or elimination.
Domenici said such talk was "very premature" and is not supported by any detailed analysis indicating that
abolishing the DOE is a sensible thing to do.
"I don't think for now that anyone should lose any sleep over it," Domenici said.
Domenici said that under the stockpile stewardship program, Los Alamos would be "for the next three to five
decades the principal guardian (of the country's) nuclear weapons," along with the DOE's other nuclear weapons
research labs, Sandia National Laboratories in Albuquerque and Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory in
California.
He said that the size of the arsenal upon which Los Alamos and the other laboratories will be conducting
performance and aging tests is likely to be from 3,000 to 4,000 nuclear bombs -- a far cry from the 20,000 bombs
that the U.S. had in its arsenal a few years ago.
Under an agreement with the Russians, the United States is dismantling a large part of this arsenal.
The stockpile evaluation program also calls for replacing nuclear weapons components when they are found to be
flawed or no longer useful.
Mary Riseley of the Los Alamos Study Group, a Santa Fe activist organization, said that the program is actually
a cover for the DOE to continue to develop new nuclear weapons.
"It's a brilliantly conceived ploy to continue nuclear weapons development," Riseley said.
She also said that it was "welfare for weapons scientists" because there is currently no need to conduct safety
and reliability tests on the nuclear arsenal.
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